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Henley Airs Charges At Meeting

Local Housing Authority
Removes Miller From Job

MAKING HIS MARK — Ted Hale, city dog warden, chalks %other tire as part of Murray's new two-hour free parking
plan. All parking meters in the downtown business district, with the exception oi the municipal parking lot, have been
remo% ed. The plan, that allows the two-hour parking between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m., was accepted on a 90-day trial basis Nov.
29 by the Murray Common Council. Hale will patrol the parking when he is not tied down with other duties.

The Murray Housing Authority voted
3-0 Friday afternoon to terminate the
employment of director L. D. Miller
because of charges aired by Mayor
Melvin B. Henley concerning the
validity of Miller's reports to the
authority and intimidation of residents
of the housing project.
The action removing Miller, who has
been director since the year of the
authority's inception in 1958, will
become effective Dec. 31.
Voting in favor of removing Miller
were Henley, Lee Bolen and Loyd
Arnold. Authority member John Resig
was absent from the meeting, and
authority chairman, Irma LaFollette,
only votes in the case of a tie.
Two Democrats and two Republicans
make up the authority, in addition to
the mayor by virtue of his office.
The action came about after two
sworn affidavits involving Danny
Perry, a white man who is blind and
disabled, were brought to the attention
of the authority.
The first affidavit, dated Oct. 30, 1979,

By Federal Appeals CoUrt

Student Deportation Approved
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
A federal
WASHINGTON (AP)
appeals court says the Carter administration can continue deportation
proceedings against some Iranian
students while the judges are deciding
whether the goverrunent is acting
legally.
Despite the U.S. Court of Appeals
r_aing, the Justice Department says no
Iranians will be forced to leave the
United States until the legal question is
resolved.

The ruling Friday was an interim
step while the appeals court weighs the
constitutionality of a Nov. 10 order by
President Carter.
Responding to the seizure of the U.S.
Embassy in Tehran, Carter told immigration officials to check the visas of
Iranian students and to begin deportation proceedings against those with
invalid visas.
The pragram was halted Tuesday by
U.S. District Judge Joyce Hens Green,
who said the government violated the
students' rights to equal protection

under the Fifth Amendment to the
Constitution.
The appeals court order sought by the
government postpones the effectiveness of Mrs. Green's injunction
The court set oral arguments for
Thursday.
Shortly after the appeals court acted
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
returned from a five-day visit ti
Western Europe, reporting that U. A
allies in Europe are likely to heed a call
for economic sanctions against Iran if
one is issued

Senate Vote Scheduled Today
On Windfall Tax On Crude Oil
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP — With a hardfought agreement on a "minimum tax"
in hand, the Senate is turning to what
likely will be the last major roadblock
in the way of a "windfallprofits" tax on
the oil industry.
A vote was planned today on an
amendment by Sen. John C. Danforth,
R-Mo., that would apply the windfall
tax to crude oil produced from stateowned lands.
That would cost oil-producing states
— mainly Alaska, Texas, Oklahoma
and California -- $10.5 billion in the
1980s.
No amendment to the bill so upsets
oil-state senators as the Danforth
proposal. Not only would it take money
from the treasuries of those states,
those senators say, but it would set a
precedent for federal taxation of state
income.
A stalemate that had clouded chances

of passing the tax bill this year was
broken Friday with acceptance of a
compromise "minimum tax" amendment that would raise the total Senate
windfall tax to about $178 billion over
the 1980s. By comparison, the House
passed a $277 billion tax.
The compromise, worked out in
private negotiating sessions over three
days, was announced by Democratic
!Rader Robert C. Byrd and quickly
accepted by the Senate on a 78-13 vote.
The 52,38 margin in a second vote
required for parliamentary purposes
more nearly reflected real sentiment on
the amendment.
Just in case that agreement does not
end a filibuster by Republicans and oilstate Democrats, Byrd laid plans for a
fourth effort Monday to limit debate.
The third effort Friday fell four votes
short of the required 60.
The Byrd amendment would not
create a new tax; it would simply
impose a "minimum" windfall tax on
three categories of oil that the Finance

Committee had voted to exempt to
encourage increased oil production.
That would result in a 20 percent tax
on increased production from -tertiary" recovery methods, such as
chemical injection; 20 percent on
''heavy" oil, found mostly in California,
which is so thick extra expense is
required to pump it; and a 10 percent
tax on newly discovered oil, which
generally is any from fields discovered
after 1978.
The tax on the first two categories
would apply to future price increases
above today's level of $17 per barrel. On
newly discovered oil, the tax would
apply to prices above $20.
Republicans had insisted through the
negotiations that no tax at all be imposed on newly discovered oil. There
can be no windfall from the removal of
price controls on such oil, they contended, because the cost of finding and
producing yet-to-befound oil cannot be
determined. They settled for a 10
percent tax.

Troops Called To Beef Up Hunt
For Killers Of Four Americans
By ISMAEL KOVAC1
Associated Press Writer
ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP) — The
government called in troops today to
beef-up the hunt for the killers of four
Americans, as Turkish newspapers
speculated the gunmen might be
Iranian extremists.
No leads were reported in the search
for the four or five persons who ambushed the Americans in an Istanbul
suburb Friday evening. The Americans
— three civilians and a noncommissioned officer — were cut down
by automatic weapons fire as they
stepped off a bus taking them home
from jobs at the Cakrnakli NATO.
munitionsbase.
U.S. officials in Washington said the
attackers had been shadowing a bus
carrying the Americans and opened
fire when they tried to flee on foot. The
gunmen escaped.
Investigators said they found 65 spent
cartridge casings from Russian-made
weapons at the scene of the shooting.
So far, none of Turkey's numerous

underground organizations has claimed
reponsibility for the shooting.
A police intelligence source
speculated the gunmen were "either
Turkish left-wing terrorists or agents of
a foreign state." But other police
sources said the attack bore the signs of
other ambushes by Turkish leftists.
Turkish newspapers suggested
"Iranian extremist elements" were
involved in the assassination. Observers speculated it might be a warning
to the United States against trying to
use Turkey as a staging base for any
military effort to free the 50 Americans
held hostage by Iranian militants at the
U.S. Embassy in Tehran.
Turkey's Anatolia news agency said
they victims were Elmer Cooper,
Robert French, Jim Clark and James
Smith. The agency said Clark was
killed outright and the other three died
in Turkish hospitals.
The U.S. Embassy in Ankara refused
to release details on the victims pending notification of their relatives.
Officials in Washington said the

civilians worked for Boeing Services
International. The Cakmakli base
where they worked is a North Atlantic
Treaty Organization munitions depot
run jointly by the U.S. and Turkish
military.
State Department spokesman
Thomas Reston condemned the killings
"In the strongest terms."
Ekrem Ceyhun, Turkey's deputy
prime minister and acting foreign
minister, send a message of regret to
the U.S. ambassador in Ankara, saying
the government had ordered "all
Turkish security organizations to
search out and find the terrorists who
acted against the four American
citizens."
More than 2,500 persons have been
killed in fighting between leftist and
rightist factions in Turkey in recent
years. Most of the dead have been
Turks, although terrorists killed an
American teacher and two U.S. servicemen in separate incidents this
year.

Vance said decisions along those lines
will be made "in the days ahead" and
officials aboard the Vance plane made
it evident the United States is on the
verge of seeking international
economic action in an attempt to force
the release of the 50 American hostages
in Tehran.
Vance said he was "very heartened"
by the response he received in talks
with British, French, Italian and West
German leaders in their capitals and
then at a NATO meeting in Brussels,
Belgium.
In a related development, Japan's
vice minister of international trade and
industry apologized Friday for the
actions of Japanese firms that paid
high prices for Iranian oil being refused
by the United States.
Naohiro Amaya said at a news
conference in Washington that the
companies involved have been told
"they must behave themselves" in the
future. Prior to his remarks, officials in
Tokyo had announced that oil purchases from Iran would be limited
henceforth to what the Japanese were
buying before the takeover of the U.S.
Embassy.
Meanwhile, families of the American
hostages announced plans to lay
wreaths Sunday at the Lincoln
Memorial and the Iranian Embassy in
Washington to dramatize their "hope
that our people will get home for
Christmas."
But an Iranian journalist who says he
was detained at the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran for the past 16 days said Friday
he doubts the hostages will be released
by Christmas.
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sunny and
warmer
Sunny and warmer today.
Highs in the low to mid 50s.
Partly cloudy and not as cold
tonight. Lows in the upper 20s to
low 30s. Mostly cloudy and turning sharply colder with a slight
chance of mow showers on
Sunday. Highs in the low to mid
40s but falling into the low 30s
during the afternoon.

states that Perry filled out an application for a zero housing unit in
October 1978 and was put on the waiting
list. A zero unit is a one-bedroom
apartment.
Perry was not contacted about the
availability of an apartment during the
year, according to the affidavit which
was signed by city planner Steve Zea.
The Sept. 14 minutes of the housing
authority meeting state that Miller said
all white applicants who are eligible for
zero apartments have been offered
units on North 1st Street and have
either refused or failed to respond. This
action was being taken in an attempt to
integrate the portion of the project in
the Douglas community.
After the matter was brought to the
attention of the housing authority,
Perry was offered a unit on North 1st
Street, Zea said in the affidavit.
"Danny went to see the unit with Miller
and has decided to rent it," Zea's affidavit said.
A second affidavit, dated Nov. 28,
1979, states that Perry moved into the
apartment Nov. 24. Mrs. Wynell
Flfousden called Orville Hutson Jr. to
complain that the unit was still dirty
even though Miller had said it would be
cleaned before Perry moved in. The
affidavit signed by Hutson further
states that Miller had upset Perry when
he called him and "bawled him out."
Hutson said he checked the apart-

ment and found it in need of cleaning A
man cleaned the apartment Nov. 28.
Hutson indicated he called Miller who
said the apartment should have been
cleaned before Perry moved in,
although he gave no apologies for not
doing so or for "bawling out" Perry.
According to Mayor Henley, Perry
moved out of the unit following his
encounter with Miller.
Miller had no comment Friday night
on the authority's action, however, he
said he would make a statement later.
Prior to becoming housing director,
Miller, a native of the Lynn Grove area
of Calloway County, was an employee
and part owner of the Graham-Jackson
men's clothing store. He then served as
secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce for two years before 1958.
Authority chairman, Mrs. La
Follette, said Friday after the meeting
that the action was "a surprise" to her
and that she felt it was "done perhaps
too hastily." She said that Miller "is
known over the state as the most efficient housing director. Its housing
units are in the best condition I think
you will find in the state," the housing
_ _
authority chairman gild. - -She further stated that the authority
had no criticism of Miller's executive
ability and that "full credit" should be
given to him for the job he had done.
Henley said that applications will be
taken soon to fill the position Miller will
vacate.

Small Savers To Earn
More Interest In 1980
WASHINGTON (AP) — New federal
banking regulations will allow small
savers to earn much higher interest
rates after the first of the year, a move
that could help shore up the sagging
housing market by providing more
mortgage money.
Specifically, the various government
agencies that regulate banks and other
savings institutions established a 2'02year, high-interest savings certificate
that requires no minimum deposit.
The actions announced Friday take
effect Jail. 1 and could give commercial
banks, savings and loan institutions and
credit unions a boost in competing with
the increasingly popular money market
funds.
But where the money market funds
generally require large deposits — up
to $10,000 for the most profitable —
there are no federal rules setting
minimum deposits for the new certificates. Individual institutions,
however, could set their own limits.
In a provision aimed directly at

generating more mortgage money,
savings and loan institutions can pay
one-half percent more on their certificates than commercial banks and
credit unions can on theirs.
Savings and loans traditionally have
supplied most of the money to fuel the
nation's housing industry, but have
been seeing an erosion of deposits in
recent months because of the higher
interest rates available to savers
elsewhere, such as money market
funds.
The new certificates will pay a
floating interest rate pegged to the
yield of 2102-year Treasury securities.
At current levels, that would translate
to an interest rate of 11.46 percent for
savings and loans and 11.18 for commercial banks. Those rates can be
compounded to give an even higher
yield on the new certificates.
By comparison, the maximum interest rates now allowed on such small
deposits in regular savings accounts at
banks and savings and loan
associations is 5.5 percent or less.

Assembly Will Face
Two Tax Questions
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Two
income-tax questions likely to face the
1980 General Assembly will be how to
relieve lowand medium-income
residents of some of their state tax
burden, and whether to link the state
tax to the federal tax.
Jr.
Brown
Y.
Gov. John
promised in his campaign to put more
of the state income tax load on the
wealthy and less on middle and lowincome taxpayers.
Brown, who presumably will have
considerable power over the legislature
even though he has carefully avoided
any effort to dominate it, is committed
to changing income tax rates.
He said there would be a reduction in
taxes for a substantial majority of
Kentucky taxpayers.
"I propose to reduce the tax burden of
families with gross incomes below
$35,000," he said. "This will result in an
average 15 percent state income tax
decrease for lower income families."
Brown said the increase for those in
higher brackets will be partly offset
because they can deduct state tax
payments on their federal returns.
The governor-elect also has proposed
revising corporate income taxes to give
small businesses — with incomes below
$100,000 a year — a break.
Brown has not made his position
known on piggybacking -- making the
state income tax either a percentage of
a person's federal income tax or a
portion of the person's federal taxable
income.
simplify
would
Piggybacking

federal government, at no cost to
Kentucky.
The main goal would be simplicity,
but some experts believe this can be
achieved in different ways.
Don Soule, a University of Kentucky
economics professor, has offered two
are similar to
plans which
piggybacking but do not rely on the
federal government for collections.
Under one, the taxpayer would pay
calculation of state income taxes, and
would allow the state to turn over
collection of the state income tax to the
the state roughly one-fifth what he pays
the federal government. The other
would allow the state to set its own rate
schedules, keyed to the federal net
taxable income.
Both methods eventually would lead
to a revenue loss for the state, which
would have to be made up by legislative
adjustments every few years, Soule
acknowledges.
Glenn Stassen, a professor at
Theological
Baptist
Southern
Seminary, favors piggybacking, which
the
reduce
would
he says
"regressiveness" of Kentucky's state
income tax.
He contends the state tax is three
times as regressive as the federal tax.
Regression Ls a term used to mean the
tax is not based on ability to pay and
hits lower income groups hardest.
Another potential issue, which no
prominent spokesman has brought up
so far, is the question of "indexing"
Kentucky's individual income tax, a
process that would in substance
prevent collection of excessive taxes
from someone merely because inflation
has increased his earnings
4
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HEALTH
Not a vitamin deficiency
Lawrence E.Lamb.M.D.
could get hold of the proper
vitamin, it would also help m)
arthritis which has come on
very suddenly and is ver)
painful in my knee My Linn!)
doctor prescribes two aspirins
every four hours but if you
can give me the name of the
proper 13 vitamin. I'd surely
appreciate it
READER
DEAR
Arthritis of the knees. which
Is persistent and not associatwith some infectious
process. is usually osteoarthrms. or wear and tear
arthritis. It is not caused by
any vitamin deficiency.
regardless of what you think
you heard on television

LAMB
DER DR
Recently on TV I heard a doctor say that arthritis is caused
by a deficiency 1 wasn't listening very closely and 1
didn't get which vitamin he
said but he said it was d B
vitamin When I went to the
drugstore. there were so
many different kinds of B
vitamins I didn't know which
one to get and the druggist
could not help me I gave up
I swear by vitamin C. having had colds all winter long
until starting on it about eight
years ago. I haven't had one
since. Several doctors have
scoffed at my story but I
vouch for it. I thought if I

Osteoporosis or softening of
the bones is more apt to occur
in people who are on calcium
deficient diets That's really
not arthritis but 1 know many
people call it arthritis Taking
increased amounts of calcium
will help to slow down the
process or help to prevent it
but it won't correct what's
already happened
There are a lot of quack
cures that are used by people
to try to treat osteoarthrocs
Some people do feel better
when they take these, even
though they don't have .any
influence on' the osteoarthritis. because of the psycho-

December Zeta Meetim4 Held
The December meeting of
the Zeta Department of the
Murray .Woman's Club was
held at Gene & Jo's Florist,
South 4th Street Extended.
The guests were greeted at
the door by Cameron Roberts,
young son of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Roberts and a grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Brandon, the florist owners. The
young greeter then instructed
the guests to get their gift of
miniature cherry lapel corsages. After viewing the* many
arfloral
Christmas

rangements and gifts in tho
Hostesses for the meeting
the
touring
and
were:
shop
Mrs. George Ed Overbey,
greenhouse, the guests were
Mrs. Joe Rigsby. Mrs. Henry
treated to a demonstration of
Fulton, Mrs. Sal Matarazzo,
Mrs. Brandon's expertise in
Mrs. Donald E. Jones and
floral arrangements as she
Mrs Ralph McCuiston.
put together two beautiful
Christmas arrangements.
These were given as atDECORATE EGGNOG
tendance prizes and were won
Eggnog can be prettily
by Mrs. John Irvan and Miss decorated with dollops of
Anti Erwin.
whipped cream which hav€
Punch was served by the been garnished with strips of
department's hostesses from citron or angelica and a bit of
a silver bowl surrounded by an maraschino or candied red
of
holly. cherry to simulate holly.
arrangement

logical reaction to the medicine itself. Such individuals
would usually get the same
response to a coated sugar
pill.
To give you more information about osteoarthritis and
what can be done about it. I
am sending you The Health
Letter number 4-10. Osteoarthritis: Degenerative Or Wear
And Tear Arthritis. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long.
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me. in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551. Radio City
Station. New York, NY 10019.
Now about vitamin C. I hate
to tell you this but a very good
study done on Marine
recruits, which was statistically perfect so that you could
draw a valid conclusion.
showed that there's no difference in the frequency of colds
in Marine recruits who took
vitamin C and those who did
not. And there was no difference in the duration or severity of the symptoms. In short.
vitamin C didn't help at all.
This is pretty much the story
for all of the properly
designed research studies that
have been done on this relationship.
The fact that you've gotten
along without a cold for eight
years has nothing to do with
vitamin C. I'm always reminded of the University of
Minnesota study of Vitamin C
a number of years ago: half of
the students were 'given an
inert pill with no effect and
half were given vitamin C.
The next year a former student Wrote back and asked if
he could- have the cold pill
because he hadn't had any
colds all year while he was
taking it. You guessed it He
didn't get the vitamin C. He
had been getting the inert pill
all along.
Such . testimonials .clo not
prove a thing and that's why
we have to have properly
designed research studies to
make any conclusions rather
than relying on individual
testimonials

Saturday,Dec. 15

Saturday. Dee. 15

The Gospel Foundations will
present a program of gospel
music at the Chestnut General
Baptist Church at 7 p.m.

Square and round dancing
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
Woodmen of the World Hall.

Potluck supper for Masonic
will be held at
Widows
Christmas
Third day of
Masonic Temple by Murray
Decorations in the Making will
- Lodge No. 105 F. & A. M. Any
be from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
one needing transportation
Empire Farm, Land Between
may call 753-8695, 753-3563, or
close
will
farm
the Lakes. The
753-5331.
after today until Feb. 18.
Murray State Men's Racer
Decorate The Homeplace- basketball team will play
1850 in Land Between the Towson State at 7:30 p.m. at
Lakes from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. the MSU Sports Arena.
Materials used by the early
Joy Class of Sinking Spring
settlers will be used.
Baptist Church will have a
party at the home
Captain Wendell Oury Christmas
Walker at 6
Randy
and
Jan
of
Chapter .of the Daughters of
will
Revolution
the American
meet at 1 p.m. for the
Youth of Sinking Spring
Christmas party at the home
Church will meet at
Baptist
of Kim Davis.
6:30 p.m. at the church to visit
Al-A-Thon is scheduled to Turner, Orr, Bogard, Starks,
meet at 8 p.m. at Carman and Cunningham homes for
Pay illion, College Farm Road. fun,food,and fellowship.
This is a support group for
families and friends of
Fur show will be held from 7
alocholis and for information a.m. to 12 noon with sale in the
call 437-4229.
afternoon at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center. For information call
Kenneth Outland, Fairdealing,354-8022.

.423274.4.

NESBITT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Dickie Nesbitt
of Hazel Route 1 are the
Parents of a baby boy, Jason
!we. weighing seven pounds 10
ounces, measuring 191 1 inches, born on Friday. Dec. 7.
at 3:11 a.m, at the MurrayCaltowav.County Hospital.
The father is 'employed by
tlie Murray Masonry Cornpans . The mother is the forier Mary Moore Cook.
Grandparents are, Mr. and
Mrs. I.. D. Cook, Jr., of Hazel
Route 1 and Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Nesbitt of Hazel
Route 1. A greilt grandmother
is Mrs. %lathe Moore of Hazel
Route 1. and a great grandfather is I.. D. Cook of Murray
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Color Navy, White, Red

Men's Night Out
Wed.December 19
We'll help you pick out the perfect gift for that special someone

Mademoiselle Shop
I-3882

ourt Square

It s The lowest Ever

, Sunday,Dec. 16
Linda Wright and Students will present their annual
Christmas program at 2:30
p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist Church.,Alsm)
featured -will be Mrs. Wright's
Eastwood Christian School
Chorus and First Baptist
Church Cherub Choir. The
public is invited.

tic> item's. liir: . will meet at
Business and
Murray
7:30 licit. at the health Center. Professional Women's Club
North Seventh mind Olive will meet at 7 p.m. at the Ellis
cets. urray
Community Center for a part)
the Senior Citizens: A
...for
Betty Slcrig, Baptist Young small 'gift' efo'hUnge will' be
loceo :or-First Church will held and refreshments will be
inert at 9 a.m. with Cindy served.
"Tortil,ow
Murray Assembly No. 19
Alum') Lodge No. 105 Free
of the Rainbow for Girls
Order
and At I opt('(I Masons will
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
the
at
p.m.
meet at 730
Masonic Temple.
Masonic Temple for work in
A
degree.
Mason
Master
Senior Cltil/CISS groups will
potluck supper will be served
meet as Wows: Hazel at
.
p.m.
30
at 6:
Hazel Community Center,
..adies Barbershop Har- Dexter at Dexter Center, and
mony Group will meet at 7 Murray at Ellis Center, all at
p in. at First Christian 10 8.m. Nutrition Program for
the Elderly will be at 12 noon
Church
at the Douglas Center.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Martin Chapel's United
have moll% ales :at the Hazel
Ciunmunit) Center from 10 Methodist Church Women are
anc to 2 p.m. with lunch scheduled to meetat 7 p.m.
serverlat 11:45
Murray High School ParentGranny's Gift and Craft Teacher Organization will
Shop is miw open at the Senior hear the band and the chorus
m•aizens Office, 106 North at the rileetine at 7 p.m. at the
school
Fourth Street, Murray.

Christmas Caroling for all
ages will start at 5 p.m. at the
Sinking.Spring Baptist Church
followed by regular church
services.

FOR SUNDAY,DEfIEMBER 16, 1979
Family Night dinner and
What kind of day will getting ahead now. A friend
will be held at 6 p.m.
program
what
tomorrow be? To find out
has a helpful business tip. A at the First United Methodist
the stars say, read the *new opportunity requires your
Church. A covered dish dinner
forecaSt given for your birth immediate response.
will be served.
Sign.
PISCES
ARIES
X
20)
i Feb. 19 to Mar.
dinner will
Church
potluck
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) "IrD
Pleasant news from a
Accent charm in career distance. Travelers meet with follow the morning worship at
First
Presbyterian
dealings. A change of plans re romance, but be prepared for the
financing needn't throw you,.; some change in plans. The Church.
- willingness to adapt and to p.m. favors serious talks.
and
Special
program
work hard pays off.
potluck dinner will be held at
TAURUS
a
are
TODAY
BORN
YOU
Apr. 20 to May 20) ti,&" natural critic of society and its First Christian
Church
Share responsibility as well values.
have 'a' still:taw at Spin.
You
as good times, and you're on philosophic nature and can be
your way to relationship a leader of thought once you
Betty Sledd Baptist Young
harmony. The unexpected determine to do your own Women of First Baptist
brings you closer.
thing. Though you can succeed Church will have a potluck
GEMINI
in business, you're more likely supper at the home of Mrs.
I May 21 to June 201
to be attracted to mental Larry Bell at 6 pin.
You're in the mood to work
pursuits or the professions.
now and can accomplish a lot
Law, literature, science,
Night (;roup of Baptist
Enlist the support of others
teaching, and anthropology Young Women of First Baptist
and
Complete household tasks
are some of the fields which C1- rch will meet at 6 p.m. at
domestic projects.
would bring you happiness. t h
House
Colonial
CANCER
Music, painting, jewelry, and Sniorgasbord. .
0 banking are other choices for
June 21 to July 22) 40
- - -New romantic introductions you. You have a strong ethical
Church wide fellowship of
esp through hobbies. sense. Birthdate of: Margaret
Grace Baptist Church .will be
Creative projects go well if Mead, anthropologist; Jane
held at 6 p.m. at the
you have self-discipline. A
Noel
and
novelist;
Austen,
Fellowship House of the
to
relax.
time
Coward, playwright..
church.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22
A close ally has an unusual
suggestion. Extra jobs bring
extra cash. Entertain friends
at home. Be adaptable in the
face of change.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You may make a shOrt trip
on short notice. Local visits
should be fun. Stay in touch
with relatives. Write important letters.
LIBRA
•
*Ham with Pineapple Slices •B.B.Q. Ribs
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
You're in a spending mood
•Turkey & Dressing
and could go overboard.
Livers *Cod
•Chicken
You're likely to come home
with something unexpected
*Meat Loaf
Surprise loved ones with gifts.
SCORPIO
Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
-SALAD BARDon't be so set in your ways.
-SIX VEGETABLESBe willing to do something
different. Evening favors a
-THREE
DESSERTSget-together with old friends.
-HOT DINNER ROLLS Be sociable.
SAGITTARIUS
AND CORNBREAD( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A flash of insight could come
(menu changes weekly)
unexpectedly. Save time for
and
searching
soul
meditation. Work quietly for
progress.
CAPRICORN
(12 and under)
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
The day favors a busy round
of social activity. Friends both
old and new combine to make
this a pleasurable time. For
all.
AQUARIUS
FLA
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You're concerned with

SUNDWY
BUFFET

Bargain Matinee
Every Sunday It 2:00
All Seats 51.50 ,Escept Star Trek

No Passes
No Ilargam Nat•nee

Nliinday.Dec. 17
Mothers' Morning Out will
11m-dil al Explorer Post No
803 to ill ii ro t at the home of be at 9 a.m. at the First United
Methodist Church.
Pats% !Masse) from 6 to 9 p III

Christmas play will be
presented at 7 p.m. at the
FirstAsSenibly of God.

Frances Drake

School
High
Murray
Bible Journaling Group will
Chapter of the Future meet in the home of 0. El
Homemakers of America will Boone, Jr , at 6 p.m.
have its Christmas tea from
2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the home of
Senior Adult Fellowship ot
Mary Morris.
First Baptist Church will havc
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Orr of its Christmas dimmer at 1:
Murray Route 4 will be noon at the Fellowship Ha 11)11
honored with a reception in the church.
honor of their golden wedding
Sundays &lino!
anniversary from 2 to 4 p.in
Baptist Church
First
:Class.
of
Branch
University
-e
th
at
will meet at the home of Mrs
the Bank of Murray.
Coda. Caldwell at 6 p.m.
Annual Christmas mmotluck
dinner for St. Ixo's catholic
Men's Prayer Breakfast ol
Church will be held at the
Methodist
United
First
Nlurra) High School cafeteria I
hurch will be at Sidon:
from 6:30 to 1011.111.
Stockade at 7 a.m.

Widows Luncheon will be
held at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.

Special program by Ladies
of
Memorial
Ensemble
Baptist Church will be at 7
p.m, at the church.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Monday,Dec. 17
Sunday. Dec. 16
Shwas High School l'raHazel United Methodist Alpha Christmas part) will bc
Church Youth Fellowship•Will- at 6 311p
wilt at 4:30 p.m.
Meetings for adults for
Christmas Celebration will Parents Anonymous will Is.
be held from 7 to 9 p.m. at The held at 7:15 p.m. Child care
Homeplace-1850, Land Bet- actim.ities will not be held. For
I.akes. The information about the temthe
% ten
Ilmaneplace will close tonight porary location change call
until Feb. 20.
759-1792.
----Field trip lasting 2'2 hours
Tuesday,Dec. 18
for The Anwrican Eagle will
Eva Wall Mission Group at
begin at 1:30 p.m. at Center Memorial Baptist Church will
Station, Land Between the have-a potluck luncheon with
Lakes.
Margaret Taylor at 11 a.m.

Justin timefor Chris-mita!
re&
I

Give her the gift that provides more free time to do
other things outside the kitchen The Thermador
Microwave Oven cooks fast, browns the food and
keeps it warm with the unique Stay Hot Control
The many-featured Thermatronic is designed to I
on a counter top or anywhere there's a 120 Volt
outlet It is Ideal for campers, motor homes or
boats

fieweraar

..n.r1

SEE
•

Thrill Um.
Earth Wind Nitre The Jackson' In
- 0500401AF."
,
KA:MTC114.

'
-•tiSR
14; ,
Thru Thur•

34,14

ROGER MOORE
JAMES BOND 007'i.

MOONRAKER
Late Show-Adult Entertainment
Fri. & Sat. 11:40-188 Over Only
Thee Thor,

Coming For Christmas
WHERE
EVERY
THING
ENOS

g;,40;4(kgm

BETTE AMBLER
ALAN BATES,

THE ROSE.'
N

STEW MARTIN.

Theim

,01,4
et6*
**
it

ADULT
CHILDREN

••

Can the Concorde
evade attack"

DAE01'fEDOM
711

THE
CONCORDE

'electr,c
Norseman- ,PG.

'3.95
'2.50

AIRPORT 79
-11

Model MCP

with atm taw.

Gite her thegift tint is-

Thermador
S•e

[Tin
it

Theresnattonk •"
Nktiour••• 0••••

tod•s• at

1mmilarim.„
.
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Business ‘Iirror

By John Cunniff

Investment Clubs
Like To Diversify

II

it

NEW YORK 1API - Investment
clubs think highly of IBM shares, but
they also believe in diversification.
That's why they their portfolios also
have included shares of Kaneb Services, Moog and Amcord.
Surveying as members, the National
Association of Investment Clubs found
more clubs holding shares of International Business Machines than any
other stock, which really isn't news. It
was to be expected.
Investment clubs, you see, are
usually be made up of amateurs — 13 to
15 or so in a typical club — but they use
some of the very same professional
techniques as those used by the big
institution.
Those institutions, such as mutual
funds, pension funds, insurers, trusts,
college'endowments and the like, are
big holders of IBM, which has enough
shares outstanding to absorb huge
rnstitutional purchases.
The clubs go a bit further, however,
and dig into market areas that barely
arouse the curiosity of the institutions.
They mine whatever information is
available on smaller firms too, and
often hit pay:dirt.
While IBM was the most popular
stack, Kaneb, Moog and Amcord were
among the most profitable for members, the survey found.
Anncord, Inc. topped the list. Though
small by many standards, it is one of
the nation's largest cement producers,
operating two plants in California, and

ashington Today

at

others in Pennsylvania and Michigan.
The company was recommended to
clubs as a stock to study in 1976, and
many clubs reported they purchased it
early in that year at about $5 a share. It
is now being taken over by another
company, at $34 a share.
Kaneb services is a difficult company
to categorize, a multiline firm that
produces bituminous coal, runs a
pipeline, clears land and engages in
data processing.
Spotted by the national association's
investment advisers, it caught on with
members in December of 1974 at prices
as low as $8.25 a share. it closed
Wednesday at $2125.
Moog, Inc., a relatively small
company that makes electroydraulic
valves and numerically controlled
machine tools, was accumulated by
clubs — and for the private portfolios of
members too — late in 1974 at about $4 a
share. It closed Wednesday at $16.75.
These are among the exceptionally
good choices of clubs, but similar
returns have been reported by individual clubs that chose a poorly
known stock and then had the confidence and patience to stick with it.
Patience, in fact, is one of the attributes taught club members. One of
the NAIC's basic rules is to "invest
reguarly without trying to guess which
way the market is going to move." That
is, to stick with a stock through thick
and thin, through good markets and•
poor.
By OWEN ULLMANN
AP Labor Writer

Looking 11 1 nemploymeni
WASHINGTON (AP — Over at the
Labor Department, some people are
rooting for the unemployment rate to
rise. That may seem odd for an agency
that is supposed to promote jobs, but
'Washington can be an odd place at
budgeting time.
Labor Department officials want
More money for federal job-Creating
programs next year. They figure a
jump in the jobless rate — long anticipated by economists who foresee Jr
recession — will convince the White
House of the need to increase spending.
So, when the news arrived that the
unemployment rate had dropped
unexpectedly, there was no hiding the
disnay.
"We were hoping the unemployment
rate would go up. but damned if it didn't
go down," sighed one official, who did
not want his name used. It's bad politics
to promote unemployment openly.
President Carter will propose his
fiscal 1981 budget next month. In advance of that, the president's budget
scrooges are looking for places to trim
federal spending while government
departments argue for more money.
For budget planners at the Labor
Department, the early December
report that unemployment in
November had fallen from 6 percent to
5.8 percent couldn't have come at a
%verse time.
The president has labeled inflation

Consumer Continent

his top economic concern and has
vowed to fight it by keeping a tight rein
on federal spending to minimize the
budget deficit.
Carter's inflation-fighting policies
are designed to slow economic growth.
One consequence . of that would be
higher unemployment.
The latest decline in unemployment,
combined with recent reports showing,
inflation maintaining its 13 percent
annual pace, suggests Carter will stay
with his inflation-fighting budget
strategy.
That choice would appear to have
little opposition in die current political
climate. tarter is under pressure to do
something about inflation, but there
have been few loud cries recently about
unemployment. Even organized labor,
the leading advocate of jobs programs,
has labeled inflation its primary concern.
Carter's top economists have not
issued a revised 1980 forecast, but most
private economists predict a recession
for the first half of the year with
unemployment rising to nearly 8
percent by the fall.
If the jobless rate starts climbing
rapidly, it will be difficult for Carter or
Congress. particularly in a presidential
election year, to resist the traditional
Democratic tonic — increased federal
spending to create jobs or a tax cut to
stimulate the economy.
By Robert F.Stephens
Attorney General

Collection Agencies
The purpose of collection agencies is
to actively pursue the collection of
private debts. However, some
collection agencies have gone overboard in trying to collect personal,
family or household debts.
In response to abusive praclices in
the debt collection industry, Congress
enacted the Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act in 1978. This act protects
consumers from being harassed or
abused by debt collection agencies.
The Fair Debt Collection Practices
Act limits how a debt collector may
contact you, if you are a debtor: A
collector may not contact you at an
inconvenient time, such as before 8
a.m. or after 9 p.m., or at an unusual
place. A collector may not contact you
at work if your employer objects and
may only contact your attorney if you
have hired one.
A collection agency must stop contacting you if you write them and ask
them to stop. Collection agencies are
not allowed to send post cards.
A debt collector is allowed to contact
another person in pursuit of your debt,
but only to locate you. He can only tell
that person he is trying to locate you;
he cannot say it is because you have
"bad debts."
In most cases, a collection agency
may not talk to any person, other than
you, more than once. The agency can
not put anything on the outside of an
envelope which identifies it as a debt
collector nor can it publish lists of
debtors.
These measures are designed to
prevent collection agencies from attempting to "shame" someone into
paying a debt.
The Fair Debt Collection Practices
Act also prohibits abusive practices,
such as:
Using threatening or obscene
lapguage. Repeatedly using the

telephone to annoy someone or advertising a debt.
Also,a debt collector may not say you
will be arrested or imprisoned if you do
not pay your debt. He cannot give false
information concerning your credit
status.
If a debt collector should call you
collect, you do not have to accept the
charges. You also are not responsible
for paying telegram fees.
Not all debt collectors are subject to
he Fair Debt Collection Practices Act.
It does not apply to banks or businesses
which collect their own accounts.
However, the act does protect consumers ftkom possible abuse from
collection agencies.
If you have complaints or questions
concerning debt collection practices,
write the Office of the Attorney
General, Consumer
Protection
Division, Frankfort, Ky. 40601 or call
the toll-free consumer hotline at 1-800372-2960.

cf_RAFF,Fr!'

ABOUT THIS PAtil-:
Editorials, columns and either
opinionated articles On tilts page arc.
pa esented for the purpcise ict
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinion,
We at The Murray I ced,.;ci &
Times strongly believe that t.. .
ornmonated articles tic conk tic—,
which parallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper wonl,1
be a disservice to our reader,.
Therefore, we encourage readici
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column fir
.ither article, to respected seith their
feelings on the panic olio' 1`,MIt'S
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
topic might be.
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Echoes From The Nst

By Judy Maupin

The Champion Familv
Story Continued
This week, I am continuing Bonnie
Smith's account of the Champion
family in America which I started two
weeks ago.
"Several acts of Parliament further
angered the colonists. They angrily
denounced the Stamp Act. It was
repealed but other laws were issued to
impose heavy duties on the colonists.
Homegrown and homespun became the
word. All British items were shunned;
back and forth the skirmishes went
until the Boston Tea Party and the First
Continental Congress of 1274.
"Britains inconsistency under King
George III and Lord North led to
bloodshed at Lexington. Once in battle,
a sense of unity was building during
1775 until the colonies were determined
to be free of Britain,
"Ethan Allen's Green Mountain
Boys, 250 men, were very successful in
battles with the British. Among them
was a Daniel Champion. A Henry
Champion was shown in Captain Henry
Harrison's Company. He enlisted
September 12, 1775 in what was called
the Militia. Other Champions served
with honor in all areas of the militia and
armies.
"From the early 1770's until our independence was won in 1781, our
energies were concentrated on the war
with Britain. After the Peace Treaty
was signed in 1783 the "trickle westward" became a torrent. They poured
over the mountains into the Kentucky
and Tennessee territories. Among these
migrants were many Champions
seeking fertile land for farming.
"The Champions migrated from
Virginia to North Carolina, to Tennessee,to Kentucky, to Mississippi, and
one infamous Nate Champion to the
Texas Territory.
"Connecticut also had a heavy
concentration of Champions, no doubt
related to the British Champion line we
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belong to.
"The pioneer conditions tended to put
all "free" colonists on the same social
level. Class barriers were more easily
crossed in the colonies than in England.
Land was the basis of well-being and
independence. It was not uncommon to
rise from indentured servant in two or
three generations to positions of
respectability and to gain a share in the
government. This hope and opportunity
was like a magnet drawing a ceaseless
stream of emigrants to America.
"Our history of the Champion
families indicate they were gentlemen
and planters, owners of plantations and
slaves. Tobacco was the crop most
grown by them.
"The Southern colonies climate was
mild, partly because of the Gulf
Stream; the land was suited to
cultivation and it was rich, and there
was plenty of it. This made the southern
colonies agricultural and produced the
plantation system from Virginia to
Georgia.
"Crops, besides food necessary for
man and cattle, were rice and tobacco.
King James of England was violently
opposed to the use of tobacco and in 1616
published a pamphlet entitled,
"Counterblaste to Tobacco." In it he
declared, "smoking loathsome to the
eye, hateful to the nose, harmful to the
brain, dangerous to the lungs, and in
the black stinking fumes thereof,
nearest resembling the horrible
Stygian smoke of the pit that is bottomless." Needless to say, looking back
from this year (1976), he seems to have
known something we are just learning
about the habit of smoking.
"Even after King James' Counterblaste, by the close of the Colonial
period, 40 million pounds of tobacco
were exported. Tobacco exhausted the
soil very quickly and as a result
southern planters moved farther and
farther into the interior for fresh land."
Next week, we will look at what the
Champion history has to say about
education in the colonies and the
beginning of the westward movement.

Bible Thought
"The word of the lord endureth tor
ever. And this is the word which by
the gospel is preached unto you"
I Peter 1:25
The durability of Cod's Word is
its effectiveness over the millennia
And the Bible teaches that the Lord
of the Word is lust the same today as
He was yesterday and will be forever

Today Ift History
Today is Saturday, Dec. 15, the 349th
day of 1979. There are 16 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1791, Virginia ratified the first ten
amendments to the Constitution, and
the Bill of Rights wait into effect.
On this date:
In 1890, Sitting Bull, the Sioux Indian
chief, was shot and killed after a battle
with troops in South Dakota.
In 1916, the French defeated the
Germans in the World War I battle of
Verdun.
In 1948, a New York grand jury indicted Alger Hiss on charges of perjury.
In 1961, former Nazi Adolf Eichmann
was sentenced to death by Israeli
authorities in Jerusalem.
In 1966, Walt Disney died at the age of
65.
Ten years ago, President Richard
Nixon announced that 50,000 more
American troops would be pulled out of
Vietnam by the spring of 1970.
Five years ago, General Alexander
Haig took over as supreme NATO
commander in Europe.
One year ago, President Carter
announced his intention to resume full
diplomatic relations with China on Jan.
1, 1979, and sever relations with
Taiwan.
Thought for today: The strongest
man upon earth is he who stands alone.
— Henrik Ibsen (1828-1906)

Looking Back
10 1 ears Apt
Luck Burt, chairman of the finance
committee, the Rev. James E. Bean,
pastor, James Fain, chairman of the
building committee, and Otto Chester,
chairman of the trustees,Salem Baptist
Church, are pictured at the note burning ceremony on Nov. 23.
Emma Sue Hutson and Ada Sue
Hutson will present a puppet show,
"How the Grinch Stole Christmas," at
the Story Hour at the Murray-Calloway
County library.
The Murray State University Racers
beat Bradley 72 to 60 in a basketball
game last night.

Specialist Fourth Class Emery Lee
Rea of Evansville, Ind., step grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Young of Hamlin,
was killed in action in Vietnam on Dec.
4.
Students at the Murray University
School won national honors in the
Kodak Teen-Age Movie Awards. They
were Kip Mason, Sandra Futrell,
Cheryl Pierce, Gary Overbey, Cathy
Luther Boren, Mary Caudill, and
Debbie Harrell Shapla.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Callie
Housden, 83, Mrs. Ida Myrtle Armstrong, 72, and Gerald Weaver. n.

20 Years Ago
, .
All city officials and employees were
reelected last night at a meeting of the
Murray City Council with the council
members being unanimous both on •
salary increases allowed and the
persons named to fill the positions.
Kenny Oliver, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Max Oliver and member of the Kirksey
Junior High 4-H Club, showed and sold
the champion 9-H air cured tobacco in
the District 4-H and FFA Air Cured
Tobacco Show and Sale at Mayfield on
Dec. 14.
W. C. Elkins was speaker last night at
the annual Murray High School
Football Banquet, sponsored by the
Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce.

.-•:aiiir;Z;z1s co-captains of the 1960 team.
were Robert Lee and Jimmy Rose.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Hideout, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby Wilson, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill McKeel, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Melvin, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Black, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tim Smith, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Palmer.
Elected as officers of the Murray
Grade School 4-H Club were Jean
Elizabeth Scott, Vickie Spiceland, Judy
Hargis, Carolyn Cowin, Shirley Jean
Stroud, and Dorothy Swann,

30 Years Ago
An average of $23.41 per hundred
weight was reported on sales of onesucker air-cured tobacco on the Murray
Market, according to Cecil Thurmond
of the Murray Tobacco Board of Trade.
Deaths reported include J. C. (Clint)
Kemp, 76.
Eddie T. Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Riley of Murray, is serving with
the Armed Forces at the Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Maryland.
Mr. and Mrs. T. 0. Turner of Murray

will celebrate their 57th wedding anniversary on Dec. 18. Mr. Turner is a
local business man and has served as
state senator.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Austin Peay 87 to 46 in a
basketball game. Mason Cope was high
scorer for Murray and Stone and
Chandler were high scorers for Austin
Peay.
Red potatoes are listed at $2.69 for a
100 pound bag in the ad for the U-ToteEm Super Market this week.

40 Years Ago
Robert Hendon, State FFA Farmer,
the only one west of the Tennessee
River in Kentucky, was master of
ceremonies at the Father-Son Banquet
held by the Hazel High School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America at
the school. Prof. Fred Schultz was the
speaker.
Paying tribute to Dean John W. Carr
in a chapel address delivered at
Murray State College in commemoration of Dr. Carr's 80th birthday
was U. S. Senator Alben W. Barkley,
majority leader of the U. S. Senate.
Deaths reported this week include
Jim Clanton, 79, Mrs. Matt St. John, 89,
Wert Alderson, 68, and Marvin Holland
Pigue, 57.
C. C. Farmer is the new president and
J. W. Outland is the new treasurer of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association. Sales of tobacco
are scheduled to open here on Jan. 3.
Marriages announced this week
include Lillian Vaughn to Prentice
Dunn on Nov. 30.
A. H. Kopperud, local attorney, has
been appointed chairman for Calloway

County in the 1940 "fight infantile
paralysis" campaign.
Bob Miller, Adron Whipple, Dewey H.
Jones, and J. W. Wilkinson are members of the Murray State College
Debate Team, coached by Prof. A. C.
La Follette, who will meet the British
Debate Team here on Dec. 16.
Leon Jones, Jack Norsworthy, Wade
Pool, Waid Copeland, Jimmy Jones, J.
W. Thurmond, Elizabeth Jones, Angie
Dean Myers, Melba Cochran, Marcile
Riley, and Dorothy Workman are
members of the cast of the play, "Wild
Ginger," to be presented by the
sophomore class of ICirksey High
School on Dec. 16,
G. W. Gardner who plays end on the
Murray High School football team
played in the East-West All-Star game
at Lexington. He is a senior at Murray
High School.
Dr. C. J. McDevitt read a paper on
"Delivery In The Home" at the four
county medical society meeting held at
Cadiz. Dr. H. L. Houston also attended
the meeting.

50 Years Ago
Flooded with a huge quality of
tobacco which included a large amount
of lugs and common leaf, the Murray
Tobacco Market average dropped this
week condsiderably below that of last
week. Averages ranged between $9.75
to $10.14 per hundred weight.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Chloe Norsworthy Potts, 30, Mrs.
Nancy D. Thornton, 80, Mrs. Sarah
Fuqua, 64, Mrs. Zilliah Elizabeth
Robertson, 88, and John Dotson, 73.
Murray's stores and downtown
streets blossomed forth in full yule
array 'this week. Merchandise
managers and their assistants have
been busy at night as well as all day all
this week preparing for a banner
holiday season.
Miss Sadie Wilgus was renamed as
county home demonstration agent for
1930 by the Calloway County Fiscal
Court at the meeting held at the court
house with Judge T. R. Jones presiding.

The Bank of Murray has opened a
Christmas Savings Department for
1930. It is the first Christmas Club
operated here in several years.
The Murray Woman's Club held its
general meeting at the home of Mrs. B.
0. Langston with the Alpha Department as host.
The Arts and Crafts Club held its
Christmas party at the home of Mrs
Vernon Stubblefield with the program
being presented by Mrs. Leland Owen
Hugh Houston is spending the
holidays with his parents, Dr. and Mrs.
E. B. Houston. He is a student in the
Medical Department of Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.
Charles Boyd Houston, Mason Ross,
and Finis Beale Outland are students at
the Columbia Military Academy,
Columbia, Tenn.
In high school basketball games this
week Hazel beat Murray High, New
Concord beat Abno, New Concord beat
Faxon, add Kirksey beat In Grove
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Mutray Business News Ithriefs
Bankruptcy Natural By-Product

4

Small Businesses Hardest Hit During Bad Times
tribute that tc) the economic
I t'Siell'IltS Or i 0111'
downturn. But they also ex- panics are'handled by either
pect future increases in the the eastern district court in
number of filings because of a Lexington or the western
new federal bankruptcy code district court in Louisville,
that went into effect in and both expect substantially
higher bankruptcy totals in
October.
The code liberalizes the 1979 over 1978. The eastern
amount of property that a district, which recorded 788
debtor may retain and allows bankruptcy filings last year,
small, unincorporated had already handled 1,380
businesses
to continue such filings in the first 10
operating in a search for months of 1979. The western
profitability, even after filing district had 3.233 filings in the
for bankruptcy.
first 10 months of this year, a
Bankruptcies filed by all total that's close to the total
3,374 for all of 1978 — and the
two heaviest months for 1978
filings were the last two of that
year.
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States may pass legislation
that prohibits residents- from
A NEFIRU JACKET! /
taking advantage of these
exemptions M- the 'federal
code, and several have done
so. Members of the interim
Judiciar -Statutes Committee
of
the Kentucky General
41.1111;r1.
lei
Assembly briefly discussed
that possibility for Kentucky
at their final meeting in late
October but neither recommended nor rejected the idea
of
proposing
similar
legislation during the 1980
session.
Such a state law would favor
creditors, who would then
have more of a debtor's assets
to seize in payment of debts.
One Kentucky attorney who
handles a
number of
bankruptcy cases said he has

An
increase
in
the
bankruptcy rate is almost a
natural by-product of hard
economic times, and hardest
hit are small businesses and
individuals who may have
been over-extended even.
before money got tight.
Kentuckians — in line with
the national trend — are filing
more bankruptcy petitions
these days. and bankruptcy.
court officials in both the
'astern and western districts
of the- Commonwealth at-

l'Ilewed interest" in
bankruptcy among his Kentucky clients, with the
existence of the new federal

(loft
,i,tributing to the
overriding reason of a
tightened economy.
But he added that no ape is

rushing into court for either
reason: "most people still
want to avoid bankruptcy," he
said.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Do it wisely. Read our free
booklet Wood Burning Heaters.
It'll help you make a sensible
decision.
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PEANUTS
6vE5S WE ALL DO
SOME DUMB THiN65 AND
WE ALL DO SOME
SMART THINGS

AV GRANDFATHER SALfS
THE DUMBEST THING NE
EVER DID WAS NOT
FINISH HIGH SCHOOL

OPEN HOUSE - Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association held its
open house Nov. 18. Participating in the ribbon cutting ceremony were (from left,
Mike Overcast, field representative; Ken Wade; Richard Price, field office
manager; Anita McCallon, secretary; Dr. C.C. Lowry; Lake Riley; Tommy Murphy
vice president; Arthur Hambrick. chairman of the board of directors; Keys Keel
field representative; Bill 'E'd Hendon.- member of the board of directors; and
Charles Magness, president.
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BENCH HERE TO
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Ron Wright Joins
Ford Sales Society

BEETLE BAILEY
WELL,I'VE
STUCK TO MY
DIET A
WHOLE
- WEEK

,GREAT,I

HAVE YOU
NOTICED ANY
DIFFERENCE?

I'LL
SAY

THE BIGGEST THING
SINCE TELEVISION

THERE'S BEEN
ENOUGH FOOD
AT THE CHOW
HALL FOR
SECONDS ALL
WEEK

Ford Di% isiun of the Ford

Motor Company has anirouliced that Ron 'Wright
recently. attained membership
in the prestigious Ford Society
if Professional Salt's Counselors for 1979.

BIOME
-

PHANTOM

.
•1
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NEE,-E

( I Ai_MOc-A•COLJP-E_
OF 7,tsrlES
-

Mcnibership in The Ford
Salcs Society• can be attained
only .11 those qualifying Ford
who display
sa lespersons
outstanding achievement
during the calendar year. Hon
is curreotly employed with
Parker'Ford and has been a
professional salesperson there
since 1976. The Society of
Professional Sales Counselors
is a professional orktain7ation
creatt.31.1,
4 the Ford Motor
Company to honor top
automotive salespersons.
Mr. Wright and his wife.
Linda. live at Route 7,
Murray.

We've
Got
the Shield
For your
Life•Hisolth.Homo
Cor•Forrn•Businoss

KP-5000
• Projection TV with. 50" sc.:.eon (measured
diagonally),
• Precision ground glass lenses for sharp,
distortion -free image
• Perfect plcture qualify at normal roorillm
re igorittelevel
• Full profession.11 controls, including
• Oret'
°i
p iece fofd-dway desion makes it simple to set
up or move

1.001 TO TOlt SHIELD

Ronnie Ross
and
Danny Rose

'210E
Main
P11
753-04,19
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THE ACES'

IRA G CORN, JR.

— Misfortunes alit ais
come in by the door that has
been left open fur them " -Czech proverb.

NORTH

12-15-A

•K J42
•A8

*943
•Q1074

In today's engaging game.
the door was open for
WEST
EAST
declarer to fall into the pits.
Q107
•65
Nevertheless, declarer •
V1054
J963
tossed away the percentage •1075
•K Q J82
tables and took the winning •A K J6
•93
line to make 10 tricks What
54)t
were the thoughts that guid•A983
ed declarer to the successful
K Q72
•A6
play"'
4852
The skinny spade game
Vulnerable
East-West.
was reached via the PreciDealer North The bidding:
sion Club with South opening a weak no trump 113-15
North East
South West
pointsi Declarer was Tom
Pass
1NT
Pass
Smith of Greenwich. Conn.. Pass
Pass
2
Pass
and his excellent play 2•
2NT
Pass
3•
Pass
served as sufficient justifi- 4•
All pass
cation for the pushy bids
Opening lead. King of clubs
West led the club king and
continued with the ace and
another when East played the spade queen and a
high-low East ruffed and 'sure' diamond trick"
Emphatically not. conreturned the diamond king
cluded Smith and he confiand Smith's problem was to
dently finessed dummy's
lose no more tricks
jack
of spades to bring in
Smith won the diamond
that suit. The losing diaace. played his spade ace
and led a spade to dummy. mond went on dummy's high
club and the shaky game
West followed with the 10
went on the score pad.
and the moment of decision
had arrived
Bid with Corn
Should Smith finesse the
12-15-B
South holds
jack or should he play for
•K J42
East to have started with QA8
6-5 of spades"
•943
On the surface, the odds
•Q 1CI 74
favored that the greater
North South
spade length would be with
-t
IP
East Since West was'known
i NT
to have four clutn‘ and East
ANSWER: Pass. North has
only two, it was 11-9 in
a minimum and the play for
Favor of East's holding the
game should be remote. One
spade queen (West had nine
no trump with a - balanced
unknown cards. East had
hand should be as good a par11).
tial as any
Fiowever, the course of
--the defense pile Smith
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
Rox 12363 Dallas Texas 75225.
some clues Would East
aith self addressed stamped envelope
have signaled for a ruff with

James To Give Account Of Voyage On Radio
Naomi James, the first
woman to sail single-handedly
around the world and at the
same time break a world's
record,
will
give
an
engrossing account of her 272day voyage Monday on WKMS-FM, the fine arts radio
voice of Murray State
University.
Entitled ''Naoini James: An
Amazing Lone Journey," -the

half-hour program will be
heard at 12:30 p.m. as part of
the "Horizons" series. IliKMS
broadcasts at 91.3 011 the FM
dial.
Surprisingly, Ms. James did
not grow up on the sea but on a
rural New Zealand dairy
farm. She became addicted to—
sailing after meeting her
husband, an accomplished
sailor, and the idea of sailing

around the world alone
became an ever-present
fantasy.
With the help of two friends,
who loaned her a 53-foot yacht
and the necessary money for
outfitting the boat, she set sail
on one of the most danng
adventures of this century.
In the radio broadcast, she
discusses her voyage, which
was beset with difficulties

from the beginning. A close
shave with a tanker in a
crowded shipping lane,
problems with the selfsteering unit, an inoperable
radio, and a leaky bilge,
combined with navigational
errors, challenged her to the
limit.
"I was always waiting for
something bad to happen,"
she recalls. "I dreaded en-

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY SALE

40s' in the
tering the 'oaring
R
Southern Sea between ('ape
Town and Tasmania. 11% ith 60mile-an-hour w MN, 30-foothigh waves, and 20-foot-high
swells, I capsized and thought
it would be impossible to
continue the voyage."
Despite the obstacles
James
Ms.
hover.
conquered the elements, made
necessary repairs, and for

OPEN DAILY 9-9

r1

SUNDAY 12-9

most ..f the nine-month
journe experieni ell
StqlSt'
of peace and harniiiii with ow

• - 1 lust all track
trac
if ti nic dates, or 1.11aces,- she sa)s
"And I experieni.ed a second
life, a life so separate ano
coplete
m
it appeared to hay,
little relation to the old one
that went before."
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A OVERTISE
MERCHANDISE POLICY

PRIC
Color
Prints'
Special

FASHION
CARDIGANS

Our 1.24 3 Lingerie Boxes, 88'

.Bring

in gyour
Focal' or Kodak'
negative and get
silk
borderless
look prints
• Caplet mode born punts at
additional cost

for reply

•

Sale Price

4,4

Fashion cardigans and classicbulky styles in solids, stripes or
jacquards. 160% acrylic, S-M-L.

1Detvi-A611,
4.97 Set

By Abigail Van Buren

She Turns Eight
Into a Boresome

While 7 Last

DEAR ABBY:I belong to a weekly card club consisting of
eight intelligent, interesting women. While playing cards
we concentrate on the game, but when we sit down to eat.
one lady in the group always monopolizes the conversation
with long, drawn-out stores about herself, her children, her
opinions, her this and her that, etc.
I see the other women in the group, all waiting for a
chance to talk, but "Mrs. Motor Mouth" never gives anyone
else a chance to say a word.
There is one in every ladies club I've ever belonged to.
What is- the matter with such a person?
PITTSBURGH
DEAR PITTSBURGH: The person who comes into a
group and hogs all the conversation is no less a pig than the
sae who comes to the table and eats all the food. Such pigs
should be rationed. And until someone in your club tells
"Mrs. Motor Mouth" to idle her motor, prepare to be a
frustrated,-captive audience. It's in the cards.
DEAR - ARIA': Please print this in your column without
mentioning my city or state since this problem is one I have
turned over in my mind so many times I can't think clearly
anymore. Perhaps your objectivity can help.
A gentleman and I attended the same social occasion not,
long ago but, unfortunately, we were not introduced at the
time.
I -gave been following his career quietly since then, and
found that we have much in common— neither one of us has
ever beeemarried. and although he is quite a bit older than
I, we share the same religion, ethnic background, educational level. hobby (gardening( and long-time interest in
government...and business. We'both hold respected and
responsible positions. but live and work miles apart.
The dilemma: Since I don't know a mutual friend who
could make the introduction, how can I espress my admiration and interest in this man without appearing tasteless or
forward'.'
UNHERALDED ADMIRER
DEAR ADMIRER: For openers, write him a friendly,
dignified, brief letter, mentioning the "social occasion" you
both attended so he won't think you're some kook coming
out of left field. Then ask for his opinion lor advice) concerning one of the many areas of mutual interest.
If your letter is sufficiently impressive, it could open the
door.
IP.S. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope. It's not
only thoughtful, it will increasexour chances for a reply.)
DEAR ABBY: My big sister is getting married and there
is a rule at our church against throwing rice at weddings.
They want people to throw BIRDSEED at the bride and
groom instead.
I think that's a dumb idea. What do you think?
LITTLE SISTER
DEAR SISTER: I think the idea is for the birds. (The
birds can eat the seed afterwards. The rice would be
wasted.)

Handsome cotton corduroy in seasonal solid colors.
Men's sizes

pes S2

/77
Our 2 33-2 88

4-pr. Pack
Brushed
Booties

LY:ti
CI
Sold

Women's Orion'
acrylic in solid colors or tri-color
stripes. 4 pairs in
pack.

12V digital quartz
clock fits on, under
or in the dash. Easy
readout.

Delightfully-fragrant gift sets from famous makers sure
to delight everyone on your gift list.
• Fl ozs

Net Wi

All Timex
Watches

'Swiss Type

In Stock

Army Knife
Panty and hose in
one Nylon cotton
crotch. Sandal foot
Our Reg. 1.37
Queen Size

With large spear,
blades, leather
punch, screwdriver, can opener
and more

MFGS.
SUGGESTED
RETIAL

TIMEX

()'Imbeam

17Days

Can Opener/Sharpener

3 Days

Electrically opens cans, sharpens knives Removable
cutting unit, magnetic lid holder.

Van Speedway Set

Racing Vans
and Jam Set

16 ft. 4 in. of
Racing Track
3/96

Racing fun with California" HO race set:
2 Magna-Traction custom vans 10 track

Games For '
Younger Children

32
88 3 Days

Racing Set

Live or Cut

Radio-controlled set with
• 32 scale Porsche. Mazda

Flocked

Season's Greetings

Four Seasons
Nursery

a

I•Alt

Ivo*

A..irti1
111

237

Your

- BINt-koved board garnes offer
fun and excitement, as thes
basic skills to even the
Choice teach
youngest children'

32
!
6
42"
Racing Cars
Radio-controlled Alpha or
Porsche Five functions

.

..au
l
.11
fr
w.""6n
"'
.
"' cill132.86

Ky

753-9946
THE SAVING PL ACE
Ii

Auto Dept

EASY
INSTALLATION

Du Porn Rag. TM

Christmas Tree

Hwy 641

in

BIG WESTERN SET
997

Authentic look for authentic fun.
Double holster set, 2 cap pistols,
cap :rifle, neckerchief and loop,
vest, hat and badge.

700 U.S. Highway 641
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Frank ,Cooper. Murray, took this eight point buck
December 1, near Protemus.
Photo courtesy Big Mac's

David Snow, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Outland, Murray,
took his first deer this year in the LBL.

Hunters, We Must
Clean Up Our Act
I've never written much
hunters' ethics.
about
however...
I was talking to a Marshall
County marina operator
recently, and he told me about
an experience he had on the
second day of duck season.
Hunters
- launched
a
camouflage boat at the
marina and idled out near the
breakwater. The hunters
threw out decoys and then
proceeded to call in semi-tame
ducks raised in the marina
and fed by hand by fishermen
during the summer. The
hunters eventually left at the
insistence of a wildlife officer
who had been called to the
scene. But they took several
ducks with them.
• A deer hunter Wrote a letter
to the editor of th(•
:Madisonville(KY Messenger
describing
wholesale
There's still a loi of good hunting in western Kentucky. But if anti-hunters prevail, the
violations of the law in
hunting tradition may disappear in coming years. Hunters must police their own ranks if a
Hopkins County during the
good image before the non-hunting public is to be maintained.
opening day of the statewide
dqpr season. The enraged
hunter said he witnessed or fishing licenses. Game laws hunting causes, then the sport recommendation, both from
knew about the shooting of are flounted openly.
will thrive. The Herringtons knowing Sylvia and from
several illegal does and fawns.
We keep hearing about the and Amory's won't have a leg trying several of the recipes at
I was in the Ohio River for anti-hunting movement, and to stand on, and if I ever have ins own dining table.
the opening of the second no doubt Alice Herrington and grandchildren, they will still
The book is more than a
portion of duck season, and up Cleveland Amory and the be able to enjoy the cold,foggy simple cookbook. It covers the
the river we could hear "Guns of Autumn" ideology mornings and guns and wet whole realm, from field
another group of hunters will be around for a long time. dogs that mean so much to dressing arid butchering deer
shooting. It sounded like a Ardent, dedicated anti- me.
to gathering mushrooms and
small war. We could see flight hunters are few in number,
nuts to choosing beverages
— -after flight of mallards bid they're a persistent group,
with certain dishes. Sylvia has
A couple of years back
disappear below the trees into, and they're smart. They spent a day on Kentucky Lake tried every recipe in her book,
their "honey hole," they realize that the fate of the with Jim and Sylvia Bashline and she makes recornwould come fulfsade, and then drive to end hunting won't be from up Pennsylvania way. mendatiork on her favorites.
the survivors would beat a settled between them and Both are regulars with Field
This would make an exhasty retreat skyward. This hunters. It will be settled by and Stream Magazine, with cellent gift for a sportsman
happened time and time again the vast majority of voters Sylvia serving as the
who also lovesta,prepare what
from around 9 a.in, till after who are neither anti or pro- magazine's food editor. She he-she captures in the wild.
noon. The party must have hunting. They are not specializes in the preparation The book is definitive, the
had far in excess of their bag necessarily against sport of wild game and fish, and I've recipes aren't the exotic kind
limits.
hunting, but they are feeling been told by several who know
which take hours to prepare,
I'm sure there are many people who get mad when they personallythat the lady knows and Sylvia's writing at the
true sportsmen left around, see or hear of a case of bad whereof she speaks (and head of each chapter is inbut it seems to me that as sportsmanship. So the Friends cooks t.
teresting and informative.
pressure on our fish and of Animals are zeroing in on
So if you want more eating
Now- Sylvia has come out
wildlife resources increases, swaying public opinion in their with
long-awaited pleasure after your pleasure
her
there's more greed and un-- favor. The issue will be "Bounty of the Earth Cook- afield is over, give "Bounty of
sportsmanlike conduct among decided, at public demand, in book," and she sent me a the Earth Cookbook" a try.
those who buy hunting and the various state and federal review copy. I generally shy The book costs $10.95 and can
judicial and legislative bodies away from book reviews, but be ordered from the Winaround the country.
readers, this one's a classic. I chester Press, 1421 South
So what's the point? It's give it my unabashed Sheridan. Tulsa,OK 74114.
time hunters must work to
improve their image with this
large, important block of nonIf you find things are getting hunters. And the place to start
too crowded in the woods these is right in our .own ranks,
days, here's an alternative to trying to get rid of those v. hl,
hanging up your guns. Hunt give us the black eyes.
the neglected spicies.
Conservation officers (.•ali L
In every region of the be all places at all times. That
country there are certain leaves the responsibility to
game birds and animals that report violations of the law
are present in good numbers, with hunters. That leaves
but are not hunted because the hunters to bring pressure
tradition of hunting them has against game hogs, to make
never been developed. In shooting over limits and
other cases the animals may baiting and unsportsmanlike
be at the fringes of their conduct
socially
unacdistribution range and few ceptable. That leaves hunters
people will ever know they to approach judges and ask
exist.
that sentences for game law
In the West, for instance, violations be stiff enough to
there are areas where cause the game hogs to think
whitetails are plentiful, yet twice.
they are over looked because
Sotpe readers will say, -By
mule deer hunting is so good. printing all these instances.
In the South, the woodcock Bourne is just contributing to
is a glaring example of a the non-hunting public's bad
game-bird that could bring top image of hunters." And that's
notch shooting, but which is probably true, but it's time to
for the most part neglected. In sweep the did out from under
Tennessee, out of nearly half a the carpet. We hunters must
million hunters, less than 1000 stand for what's right, and we
pursue this quarry. The have to play by the rules. If
reason? Abundant bobwhite we're clean as a group, if
Jerry Brawner, Murray, took this eight pound 12 ounce
quail and the lack of traditions populations of wildlife are
bass while fishing on Kentucky lake December 7.
of seeking the long-beaked, property managed and thrive,
Brawner said he was.fishing shallow water with a Wee R.
if the general public can't turn
whistling birds of the stream
Photo by Mary Barrow
bottoms.
and see any problems that
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on Kentucky Lake
GRAYSON NEKLURE

Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 mdes Turn r,yht on 280
Follow 280 for 7 macs post Bonner s Grocery Yoke
blacktop .nto Ponoromcfond follow blacktop to your right

Telephone,502-436-5483
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Clifton tiavwood and daughter Angela, show off his 12
point 144 pound deer he killed in Calloway County
December 1.
Photo courtesy Paul's Taxidermy

Storey S

Food Giant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753-8322

WA AMMER OUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
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Boat'N' Motor
2531. Main

641 Super Shell
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Jerry Windsor, Murray, brought in a six point 125 pound
buck from the western part of the county December 1.
Photo courtesy Big Mac's
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Don't Hang
Owen Norsworthv Murray, took this 10 pointer in
Calloway County during the statewide gun deer hunt.
Photo courtesy Paul's Taxidermy
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Dale Thomason, Murray, killed this 12 pointer while
hunting in area 2 of the LBL, November 14.
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Short Shots From Land Between The Lakes

12
nty

Small Game
weeks in Land Between The
Empire Farm in the nor- extension '214.
Hunting Opens
Studies on the concentration
Lakes (LBL), TVA's public
thern portion of Land Between
The rabbit hunting season The Lakes (LBL) will be of lead shot found in waterfowl demonstration
area
in
opened December 1 in both the closed December 15 through are also being coordinated
western Kentucky and TenKentucky and Tennessee February 17, and
Christmas
The with the Tennessee Wildlife nessee:
portions of Land Between The Homeplace-1850 in
Agency
by Decorations in the Making,
the Resources
Lakes (1,B1.) and will close southern portion of LBL
December 13-15; use your
will collecting mallard and black
January 31 in Kentucky and close December 16 through duck gizzards at the Bear imagination in creating and
February 29 in Tennessee.
Creek
Waterfowl
decorating holiday cookies:
February 19.
The raccoon and opossum
The Golden Pond Visitors Management ,Unit. LBL of- Emigre Farm, 9:30 a.m.-2:00
hunting seasons opened Center theater located off U.S. ficials will be contacting p.rif
Decorate
The
December 1 and will continue Highway 68 and The Trace hunters in the field to collect Homeplace-1850, December
through January 31 on will also close for the season gizzards and hunt data to 15; help decorate the living
Monday, Tuesday, Friday, on December 22 and will determine if ducks are picking
history farm with materials
and Saturday nights only. reopen Tuesday, January 22. up lead pellets when they feed. used by the early settlers; The
Hunting is permitted fr•im Special theater programs at
Bow Hunting
Homeplace-1850, 10 a.m.-2
sunset to sunrise, and dogs the Center during December
Season Reopens
p.m. Empire Farm closes,
must be out of the area by 8 include "Solstice," a multiThe second segment of the December 15; the farm will
a.m. the morning following media and astronomical nonquota bow hunting season reopen on Monday, February
the hunt.
celebration featuring the will reopen in the Kentucky 18, 1980. Dove Season closes,
Squirrel hunting season shortest day of the year. The and Tennessee portions of December 16; second phase.
opened December 1 in both the public is invited to attend the ,Land Between The Lakes on Kentucky portion of LBL. The
Kentucky and Tennessee program Saturday, December December 8 and will close American Eagle, December
portions of 1.BI. and will close M, at 7:30 p.m. The Golden December 31.
The new officers for the coming year for the
16; join LB'. staff to see this
Kentucky Lake Bass Club are left to right: George Rehmus,
Rich Beam, vice-president Boyce Baker,
During this portion of the great bird while learning
January 31.
president;
Pond Visitors Center will
secretarytreasuer; Larry Camp, tournament director; Pee Wee
Quail and gray fox (taking) remain open as a visitor split season, seven public use about the living requirements
Delk,
assistant director, Porter Mangrum,assistant director.
seasons opened in the Ken- orientation station throughout areas including Hillman of our Nation's symbol:
Ferry, Piney, and Rushing reservations required; call
tucky and Tennessee portions January and February.
of LIM:December 1 and will
Creek Campgrounds, Project (502) 924-5602, extension 243,
Waterfowl Studies
close February 29.
Land Between The Lakes Apollo, High •Adventure, weekdays; field trip lasts 2'It
Duck hunting season opened (LBL) in cooperation with Brandon Spring Group Camp, hours so dress appropriately;
December 1 in the Tennessee Murray State University is and Camp Energy which are meet at Center Station, 1:30
portion and December 7 in the conducting a study on the bounded by "no hunting" p.m. Christmas Celebration,
lakes bordering the Kentucky resident Canada goose flock in Signs will be open for deer bow. December 16; the farm family
portion of the 170,000-acre western Kentucky and Ten- hunting only. Hunting will be invites you to light the yuletide
public demonstration area.. nes§te. Nasal saddles, leg permitted in these public use log and sing the traditional
The season will close January bands, and radio transmitters areas from December 8 Christmas carols; The
19 in Tennessee and January have been placed on geese as through 31 except for Project Homeplace-1850, 7-9 p.m. The
20 in Kentucky.
aids to trace flight and routine Apollo which will be open to Homeplace-I850 closes.
The second phase of the movements and the types of bow hunting from December December 16; the farm will
dove hunting season opened in habitats that Canada geese 12through 31 only.
reopon
on
Wednesday.
Firearms are prohibited in February 20, 1980. Solstice,
the Kentucky portion of LI1L seek at various times of the
these areas and hunters must December 22; a special multiDecember 8 and will close year.
December 16. In Tennessee,
media and astronomical
LBL wildlife officials keep 100 yards from developed
dove season is scheduled for request that hunters supply facilities.
Hunters
are celebration of the winter
December 22 through January any possible information such reminded that these facilities sol§tice, the shortest day of
14.
as where and when the bird will be open to the public with the year; Golden Pond
Facilities To
was taken and the condition scheduled groups and ac- Visitors Center theater, 7:30
(lose Temporarily
and general health of the bird. tivities. The family cam- p.m. Golden Pond Visitors
theater
All information should be pground facilities are for use Center
closes.
December 22; the theater will
reported
to
Wildlife by registered guests only.
. What's Happening
reopon on Tuesday, January
Management Section, TVAIn LBL
22, 1980. Dove Season opens.
Land Between The Lakes,
The following activities are December 22; second phase.
Golden Pond, KY 42231,
Frankfort — Kentucky's telephone (502) 924-5602, scheduled for the next two Tennessee portion of LBL.
Boyce Baker received a trophy for placing number one
spring turkey hunting season
in the classic fish-off. Pictured with Baker is his wife.
will be longer by two days hay Mosps
lb;
than last year's. Fish and
Wildlife Commissioner Carl
Larry Camp was awared a plaque for sportsmanship
E. Kays said.
award,as his wife looks on.
'
1•11111111fri
Dates for the season are
April 19 through April 30 and
AMIE
10 counties — one more than
last year — will be open for
wild turkey hunting. Only
This information was running.
unit to display the smaller.
gobblers with visible beards
Turbulence and air bubbles underwater objects. Secondly,
may be taken, Kays said, and prepared to give both
smooth, con- this - greatly weakens the
hunters will be limited to one beginning and advanced users change the:
turkey per calendar year. All of depthfinders, pointers and tinuous water flow across the signals on the outer edge of the
face of the transducer, circular area known as the
hunters must possess a turkey some fricir thought,
If yoM'esnie to produce causing false readings and "cone."
permit (cost $5.50) in addition
Many fishernien use a
to valid Kentucky hunting peak performance it must be general "static- on the depthinstalled correctly. Bolting the finder unit.
flasher unit up front and a
license.
One of the most popular graph on the console.
Counties open for the spring floser or graph to your rig
Photos By Mary Barrow
By using the flasher unit to
hunt are Jackson, Owsley, presents no real problem but mounts in this area is on the
bow
trolling
locating
transducer
the
motor
and
shaft.
locate the structure only and
Bath, Lee, Rowan, Pike
The biggest mistake most then the graph to "see" the
(except Breaks Interstate power cord is another story.
Outside transom mounting fishermen make, occurs when fish you can cover a great deal
Park).. ',etcher, Menifee,
Butler and Harlan. Turkey of the transducer is generally they first tucn on a dep- of water without ever wetting
The
average a line.
hunting will also be allowed on covered in the manufacturer's thfinder.
The graph places the fish in
certain wildlife management instruction manual. But,since fisherman will turn on the
Larry Camp,left, presents Pee Wee Delk with a plaque
areas and those seasons, also the hull configurations on unit, twist the sensitivity knob an exact position and after
Custom Stock Work
for largest stringer of the year. Delk also won conset • by the commbssion boats vary, so do the until he gets a bottom reading, learning whether or,not these
servationist of the year and fisherman of the year.
are:
Land . Between requirements for mounting then try to use the unit like fish are feeding by this
Refinishing,
the Lakes, Trigg and Lyon the transducer, which sends a that. If you fail to turn up the position, in relation to the
KroVIC:',
•
counties, April 9-18 and April .high-frequency sound wave sensitivity, or gain knob, until structure, you can find active
Bluing,
••••••
26-May 4; Pioneer Weapons through the water. The crux of you get a second bottom fish without ever turning off
WMA, Bath and Menifee the problem lies in the fact reading, you're operating the the big engine.
Scope & Sight Installation
Fish relate to structure iii
counties, and Pine Mountain that a transducer cannot shoot unit in a weakened capacity
WMA, ',etcher County, April a signal through air. Locating and you won't ever see the full Many ways. They use it like
4' 2 Miles East of Murray 11411/
19-30; Fort Campbell WMA, a transducer on the transom amount of detail the unit is road maps on the bottom and
On Hwy. 280(Pottertown Rd. )
closely follow paths along
Christian and Trigg counties, near a strake or step on the capable of displaying.
•
hull will cause problems when
In most cases, that means their migrations in the lake.
April 19-20 and April 26-27.
436-2505
you'll never see most of the They use these "paths" to
fish and small structure make
short
feeding
you're looking for. The echos Movements and they suspend
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
and wider bands look like over them when the oxygen
clutter on the screen. The soft level is bad at structure level.
bottom generates a wider
Feeding fish make a
bottom reading because parts positive move onto structure
of the signal are absorbed when they become active and
slightly into the siet before unless the weather is exbeing reflected back but the tremely adverse it will be
Complete lime of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
readings expand downward sometime during each day.
only. The top of the band on
When you locate a school of
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
,
the depthfinder is still showing suspended fish check on them
****
the correct depth.
RentalsGuide Service-Covered Storageat regular intervals and you
Two things happen when may be on them when they do
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
Torn Forsythe, fish bio ogist for TVA, was the guest
you decrease the sensitivity start feeding.
speaker
at
Awards
the
Banquet.
rate. Both' are bad. First, if
In his talk he said that ,
Rt. 1 Hardin
i502 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
fishing was the number one attraction to the 181. acHappy Fishing
reduces the efficiency of the
cording to a survey conducted of the visitors to the[BE.
4-

Dates For
Turkey Season

Fishing tine

und
c's

Kentucky Lake
Bass Club
Awards Banquet

is

witio

UNCLE TOM'S GUN WORK)
S
I

:,•••••

•
hile

BUCKS
BODY SHOP

Kenlake Marina

900 Sycamore
753-5142

111

Big Mac's Discount
Sporting Goods

Fish Market

•

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Hi-Way 641 S.

.•

WATSON'S

ititAss
tistz.v ,
„••r•..0 #•••

Murray, Ky.

759-1208
So. 12th. St.
We Spectol,ye In Kentucky joke Ca thsh

4

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
In

Hooktliheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tiros 1 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
410 N 4th
75:141-779

Sports
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Fulton County Ousts Tigers From Tourney 51-43

Championship Hopes Go Down Drain For Murray
side to give the Tigers their
By STEVE BECKER
initial points of the contest and
Sports Reporter
squads
Murray High saw its' hopes tie the game at 2-2. The
apiece
baskets
two
in
popped
ip
for a spot in the championsh
to
game of the Calloway County m the remaining minutes
at
locked
deadframe
the
end
the
down
Holiday Tourney go
drain last night as the Tigers 6-6.
The scoring pace did not
fell to Fulton County 51-43.
Murray will meet Lowes pick up in the second quarter
to
tonight in the consolation as the teams continued
game. Fulton County squares display an ice-cold shooting
off against Livingston Central, touch. The Tigers experienced
a 68-62 conqueror of Lowes,in their poorest period of the
the second tilt for the tour- season in the second, putting
just four points on the
nament crown.
According to Murray head scoreboard. Freshman Al
coach Cary Miller the loss Wells, making his first varsity
might be just what his charges appearance, hit the only
needed. We have won a few Murray basket of the stanza
games that we have played as the Tigers simply couldn't
poorly in. I have been warning get the lid off the basket.
them about the need to play Luckily for Murray, Fulton
harder and better ball. It sure fared no better in their floor
caught up with us tonight," he shooting. Curt Donlow had to
said."Maybe we have learned jam in two inside shots late in
our lesson in this game, I sure the period to allow Fulton
County to take a 15-10 lead at
hope so," Miller added.
Incredibly
The two teams opened up intermission.
the contest just about as enough, even though the
poorly as one Add imagine; - Tigers made just 4 of the 25
between them they could shots they threw up in the first
manage to make just six out of half, for a pathetic 16 percent
the 27 shots they put up from average, they trailed by just
• the. floor-AA the. firstAnwieti - .tiveat therlf.
Fulttin County began to find
Murray had an especially
range in the third period
the
its
hard time of it, missing
first eight shots of the contest. and, led by the game's high
remained scorer Joe Warren who
Tigers
The
scoreless until, with 4:36 left finished with 21, they spurted
in the quarter, Bobby Daniel into a 33-21 advantige at the
hit a 17-foot jumper from the third stop. Todd Bradshaw

became the first Tiger to chip Cheirs to the line for a bonus Central a 45-37 advantage
the ice off of his shooting hand. situation. ('heirs nailed both heading into the final stanza.
With forward Gary Blaine
The senior guard hit for three 'ends of the. one-and-one and
pouring in 29 points and
buckets in the frame to keep the lid on Murray's coffin.
Lett° led the Murray attack guards Timmy Harmon and
Murray at least partially in
with 11 points. Bradshaw Tommy Miller hitting 11 and
the game.
After allowing Fulton to added ten markers and 10 tallies respectively,
stretch its advantage to 11, at Crittenden and Bobby Daniel Livingston broke out of a 27-27
half-time tie to win its ninth
40-29, early in the final eight apiece as the Tigers saw
quarter, the Tigers suddenly their season slate fall to 5-2. game of the season against
caught fire. Bolstered by eight The loss snapped a four game four losses. David McCracken
came of the bench for the
points from Nick Latto, three Murray win streak.
Cardinals to score all of his
11
Howie
added
Holder
from
Darrell
straight rainbows
during
points
Crittenden, and four more points to Warren's game high seven
quarter
third
s
Livingston'
at
record
its
Bradshaw.
evened
Fulton
as
from
markers
Murray clawed its way back 3-3 heading into tonight's title outburst. His heriocs gave
Central a 45-37 advantage
to within five, 46-41, with a clash.
heading into the final stanza.
Livingston Cen.68 Lowes62
little over a minute left in the
The Cardinal's opened up a
I.ivingston Central opened
contest.
lead early in the final
ten-point
in
the
early
Miller explained the Tiger up a ten-point lead
period but, due mainly to the
• rally like this: "We only fourth quarter and held off a
outside shooting heriocs of
played one quarter of ball in furious Blue Devil rally in the
this game. I think that some of final ninety seconds to Greg Wilkerson and Mark
Whitis, the Devils staged a
the guys looked up at triumph 68-62. The victory
whirlwind rally in the last
scoreboard and realized that earned the Cardinals a berth
to cut the Livingston
seconds
ip
That
championsh
tonight's
winning.
in
we weren't
advantage to four at 66-62.
battle against Fulton County.
_finally woke them up."
Two free throws by Blaine
With forward Gary Blaine
During this two-and-a-half
provided the final margin.
minute stretch in the fourth pouring in 29 points and
Wilkerson led Lowes in
and
More
Harmon
Timmy
scored
guards
Tigers
the
period
The wiry forward
scoring.
and
11
points (12) than they had Tommy Miller hitting
of them
tallied in the first sixteen 10 tallies respectively, fired in 25 points, most
singlehe
as
long-range,
from
a
of
27-27
out
Livingston broke
minutes of the game.
handly kept his team in the
.its sticky zone half-time tie to win its ninth
RelyingAs
much of the
press, Ntirray's ''critrentien game &rine season 'against - game Throughout
contest. Whitis offered 12
made what looked like a dean four hiSses. David McCracken
fielders as the Blue Devils bow
steal on a Fulton inbounds came of the bench for ttte
out with a ,6-4 slate. Lowes
pass following the 41st Tiger Cardinals to score all of his
Murray High in tonight's
faces
during
point,
points
turning
seven
key
point. In a
grapple for third place in the
the official judged otherwise Livingston's third quarter
tournament.
and sent Fulton's Ronnie outburst. His heriocs gave

MURRAY HIGH's Robin Roberts (54) grabs for o rebound as teammates Nick
Hibbard (55)and Todd Bradshaw(124)look on.

Oregon State Finds Out Local Rivals Can
Be Toughest After Reception In Portland

.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?

points, handed out seven
assists and made five steals
and Derek Smith had 17 points
and 14 rebounds as Louisville
raised its reord to 5-0. The
Cardinals never were in
trouble, scoring the first 14
points and leading by 17 at
halftime and as many as 29 in
the second half.
Devin Durrant scored 20 of
his 25 points as Brigham
Young opened a 37-31 halftime
lead over UC-Santa Barbara.
Then Danny Ainge sored 12 of

LEXINGTON, Ky. AP —
Tonight's college basketball
showdown between No. 1ranked Indiana and No. 5
Kentucky is likely to be
decided by defensive skills,
rather than firepower.
Indiana Coach Bobby
Knight and Kentucky Coach
Joe Hall are so devoted to
defense, in fact, that the final
shot may be fired from the
free throw line.
"The thing that makes them
the Hoosiers) good is their
defense," said Kentucky
assistant coach Dick Parsons,
reciting the Indiana scouting
report.
"I think maybe they're
better defensively than in the
past," Parsons said. "They're
denying more passes. They
seem to have more of a team
effort defensively. Each
player seems to know where
his teammates are and how to
help out."
Both teams are coming off
victories that pointed up their
defensive skills. The Hoosiers
downed No. 16 Georgetown 79-

ausaunatinamanimasumunnuantionotommunt
$500 CASH
Register for our BEL-AIR CENTER Christmas Give-AWay Dec. 22. One of our lucky customers will win
$500!! Big K
Pier 1 Imports

Most Stores Open Nights
Sun. Afternoons until Christmas

defeated Pacific 75-65 and
Oklahoma edged Utah 69-68 in
the first round of the Golden
Gate Invitational, and Arizona
State downed Santa Clara 9174 and Tennessee trounced
Fordham 88-63 in the first
round of the Volunteer
Classic.
Meanwhile, Antoine Carr
scored 16 points as Wichita
State beat defending NCAA
champion Michigan State 5554, dropping the Spartans'
record to 3-2.

11/01/0
GREG LATTO , 40) and Nick Swift surround Fulton County's Joi.)NarrerLskuring
the semi-finals of the Calloway Holiday Tournament.
Photos By Bruce %robot*,
• -,

WHEN NUMBERS COUNT,

Defense Skills May Highlight
Tonight's Indiana-UK Contest

MEW

King's Ben
Michalson's
Murray Insurance
Otasca
Panhandler

his 24 points in a five-minute
stretcli of the second half as
the Cougars broke open the
game at 59-46.
Brigham Young will face La
Salle in the final of the Cougar
Classic. Michael Brooks
scored 23 points as La Salle
beat Texas A&M 72-67 Vriday
night.
In other tournaments.
Illinois beat Kentucky State
94-65 and Illinois State topped
Eastern Illinois 64-59 in the
first round of the Fighting
Illini Classic. San Francisco

Say-Rite
Sears
Shoe Biz:
The Step Ladder
Storey's Food Giant

BE[-AIR CENTER
641 South

69 and became the first Big
Ten team to win 1,000 games.
The Wildcats, meanwhile,
salvaged a 57-56 victory at
Kansas, despite blowing a 10point lead in the second half.
That breakdown inspired
some caustic comments from
Hall, who said the Wildcats
"played with no courage."
"Kansas outhustled us.
They were just much more
aggressive than we were.
We've got too many people
playing timid and you can't do
that on the road," he said.
It was a far cry from
Kentucky's performances in
its only two home games. The
Wildcats chewed up Baylor 8046, then rolled up the secondhighest point total of their
storied history in a 126-81
trouncing of South Carolina.
Indiana edged Kentucky 6867 in overtime last year at
Bloomington, Ind., ending the
Wildcats' two-game winning
streak in the series the
Hoosiers lead 13-8.
The Hoosiers went on to win
last year's National Invitation
Tournament, while the
Wildcats finished 19-12, losing
to Clemson in a first-round
NIT game.
Returning a veteran club,
the Hoosiers were tagged
early as the team to beat in the
NCAA championship race.
The Hoosiers have started a
lineup that includes Mike
Woodson, Ray Tolbert and
Glen Grunwald on the front
line, Randy Wittman and
freshman sensation Isian
Thomas in the backcourt.
But Knight enjoyed a more
potent attack when landon
Turner was inserted for
Grunwald
against
Georgetown.
Kentucky is expected to

start La Von Williams and
Fred Cowan at forward, 7foot-1 freshman Sam Bowie at
center and Kyle Macy and
Dwight Anderson at guard.
Hall has shown no reluctance to go to his bench,
however, and senior Jay
Shidler, whose last-second
steal sealed the Kansas victory, could open in Anderson's
stead.

COUNT ON US.
There's MPG at Purdom's

Bowling
stmdings
Magic 111
Bowling league
12-11-79
Train
37
Kentucky Finance
30
Peoples Bank
30
Thurman Furniture
32
Women of the Moose
32
Dennison Hunt
30
Murray Ins
30
Center
Sports
Tower
24
Paradise Kennels
24
Wilson Clean Up Shop
19
Fire
Fire Ball
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Murray Ins.
t L M GAME(HC)
A
'
GH
ll KHlinen
Denni"ParadiE71
Paradise Kennels

Lt*WMb1Mtir

The Pilots won the the game
By The Associated Press
Sometimes a local rival can at the foul line, where they
sank 24 of 27 attempts combe the toughest.
out
pared to 8 of 10 for Oregon
that
found
State
Oregon
Friday night. The Beavers, a State. At one point in the first
Pac-10 team from Corvallis, half, the Beavers had been
Ore., went to Portland to face called for 15 fouls compared to
the upstart Portland Pilots of two for Portland. Oregon State
the West Coast Athletic wound up with 27 fouls while
Conference and got a very Portland committed 16, but
Miller wasn't making any
.tbostile reception.
"We let them own the first excuses.
thought Portland outhalf with our very porous
Z;defense," said Oregon State played us," he said flatly.
%'Coach Ralph Miller. "They "Certainly they deserved to
%got us behind the eight-ball win."
Portland Coach Jack Avina
band every time we got close in
Nthe second half our offense credited the inside play of his
4zbroke down and somebody team, despite a huge size
tvent on a one-on-one sashay." disadvantage.
We are a--goocl running
All-of-whieh-added-upto-a-94-tee victory for Portland over team and obviously we ran
oThe 14th-ranked Beavers. Rick well tonight," Avina said.
Raivio and Jose Slaughter led "But I thought the real key to
-The Pilots with 27 points the gamme was the play of
Russ Dyer and Rick Raivio in
qapiece.
"The Pac-10 thinks they are the middle."
The Pilots, 4-1, led all the
o much better than us," said
4laughter, a sophomore way, building a 43-28 margin
• uard. "After tonight, I have with 4:45 left in the first half.
Ao think that the WCAC is They led 52-42 at halftime as
Raivio, a 6-foot-5 senior,
better."
scored 22 in the first half and
Slaughter had 17.
The Beavers, 5-1, rallied
within 62-60 with 14:26 left, but
the Pilots scored six points in
r• Subscribers who have not receiv- a row to regain control.
ed their home-delivered copy of
Oregon State's 6-101'2 center,
The Murray Ledger & limes by Steve Johnson, who had been
0:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by averaging 23 points a game,
it30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to was held to 14. He didn't get a
bill 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. shot off until the last two
*id 6 p.m., Monday through Fri- minutes of the first half.
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
The game was played before
Saturdays.
a record University of PorA c.rculation department tland home crowd of 12,261.
employee is on duty during these
In the only other games
prne periods to insure delivery of involving Top 20 teams, No.12
your newspaper. Calls must be Louisville won its own tourlaced by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4 nament, beating Western
gbm. Saturdays to guarantee Kentucky 96-74 in the final of
0elivery.
the Holiday Classic, and No.18
The regular business office hours Brigham Young topped UG
of The Murray Ledger & Times are Santa Barbara 87-65 in the
k a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through first round of the Cougar
fvoav a,o 8 a.m. to nook Satur- Classic.
davs
Darrell Griffith scored 20
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1980 Oldsmob,le
CUTLASS SEDAN

t:
c!MA1 ID
aT

27

HIGHWAY
pAMMATED
E

At Purdom's we believe that there earned money for anything these
are a lot of numbers that just have to days...especially a new car.
add up before you spend your hardREMEMBER:The circled EPA estimates are for comparison to other cars. Your
actual mileage may vary depending on your speed, trip length and weather;
your actual highway mileage will probably be less than the highway estimate.
Oldsmobiles are equipped with GM-built engines produced by various divisions See us for details

So, before you buy any new car, come in and compare value,
engineering,,affordability and, most of all ... Olds fuel economy.
We think you'll find a lot of numbers that add up in your favor.
Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

MOWN
RA 101

Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern

1406 West Main-753-5315
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Americans Favored In
Davis Cup Play Today

Going For l-AA Crown

!S

Eastern And Lehigh Square
Off In Championship Match
Kidd also figures Eastern
Kentucky will need all the help
it can muster against the
bruising Engineers from
Bethlehem, Pa., who have a
nucleus from the Division II
championship team of two
years ago.
Lehigh trimmed Murray'
State 28-9 last week in the
other 1-AA semifinal game.
Murray was the Ohio Valley
Conference champion and
handed Eastern Kentucky one
of its two losses at 24-7 earlier
in the season.
Lehigh uses a ball-control,
winged-T offense and is
quarterbacked by scrambling
Rich Andres.
Eastern Kentucky's Jerry
Parrish, one of the Floridians,
is the single most explosive
force in itsoffensive arsenal.
Parrish was its top pass
receiver with 22 catches for
481 yards and scored seven

ORLANDO, Fla. AP)
Eastern Kentucky's highscoring Colonels were matI.ehigh's
against
ched
defense-happy Engineers in
I-AA
Division
today's
championship football game
.•in Orlando's Tangerine Bowl.
Lehigh has allowed only 11
touchdowns in compiling a 102 record in the NCAA's
smaller-schools division.
But its opponent from Richmond, Ky.L. featuring 22
Floridians on its roster, loves
to score, as it demonstrated in
a double:overtime 33-30
over
semifinal • victory
Nevada-Reno last week for a
berth in the championship
game.
And Eastern Kentucky
Coach Hoy Kidd says his
Colonels "have that home
tea`m and home field advantage feeling."

SAN FRANCISCO API Stan Smith and Bob I.utz may
end their distinguished
careers as U.S. Davis Cup
tennis players today by
clinching the 1979 title for the
United States.
The U.S. Davis Cup vets
play the Italian doubles team
of Adriano Panatta and Paolo
Bertolucci in the third match
of the best-of-five matches
that began Friday night and
conclude Sunday. The U.S.
team won the first two singles
contest and can lay hands on
the cup by winning today's
doubles contest.

touchdowns.
Tailback Alvin Miller, also a
Floridian i Fort Pierce), is the
No. 1 rusher for the Colonels
from Kentucky, averaging 4.5
yards per carry and powering
for six touchdowns. He had 552
total yards, almost matched
by fullback Dale Patton's 518.
Andres completed 99 passes
for 1,289 yards and seven
touchdowns for Lehigh.
But
defense
is
the
Engineers' forte. In its 12
games, which included the
playoff victory, Lehigh has
allowed only 11 touchdowns,
nine against the defense.
Defensive stalwarts for the
Engineers include linebacker
Jim McCormick and leading
tackler Ed Yaszemski, who
has 106 tackles, including nine
quarterback sacks.
The nationally televised
game ABC) was scheduled to
start at 12:30 p.m. CST.

Bowling
Standings

Diller or Dollar
Friday Morning Ladies
Bowling league
W
Team
John Clark Exc.& Coml. .. 33
31
Ky. Lake Oil Company
294
Paradise Kennels
264
Lynn Grove Market
BOBBY DANIEL (34) attempts to block a shot during
264
Shoemaker Seed Company
Electric
23
McCuiston
Auto
County.
last night's Murray High loss to Fulton
21
Pagliai's
174
M.S.U. R.O.T.C. Dept
HIGH TEAM GAME SC)(
Paradise Kennels
1.yrui Grove Market
Shoemaker Seed Company
HIGH TEAM GAME HCf
Lynn Grove Market
Ky. Lake Oil Company
Shoemaker Seed company
HIGH TEAM SERIES I SC /
the New Jersey Nets beat the Philadelphia's nine-game
points, including the game. By ALEX SACHARE
Lakers 138, Pistons 122
Lynn Grove Market
New York Knicks 118-105, the winning streak, all at home. winning basket with 53
AP Sports Writer
93-92
Shbemaker
Seed Company
leading
Angeles,
Los
Oil Company
Before the season, San Kansas City Kings defeated The 76ers have a 15-3 home Ts-econds remaining, as the after three periods, outscored Ky. Lake
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The Clippers, who blew an with 7:5W left to play, held the
EddieJordan scored 13 of and grabbed 11 rebounds.
the league and the best backup
Fran Gardner
center. Walton will make a 11-point lead in the ,final Jazz scoreles over the next his. 25 points in the third
Kay Garland
Peggy shoemaker
period,, went ahead to stay 'Bye minutes and broke open quarter as the Nets built a 22Sonics 109, Rockets 101
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Maybe he wasn't joking. when Free hit a pair of free the' game with 11 straight point lead in handing New
Nancy Todd
York its fourth straight loss Dennis Johnson combined for Kay
Nater, who has been the throws breaking a 104-104 tie points. It was the Kings' fifth
Garland
despite 32 points and 18 45 points as Seattle posted its
starter all season since Walton with 1:38 remaining. San consecutive vi('tory.
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Garland
rebounds by Bill Cartwright, 19th victory in the last 93 Kay
Pacers 111, Bullets109
suffered a preseason foot Diego clihched the victory on
Ann Green
games.
.lames Edwards scored 24 the Knicks'rookie center.
Nancy Todd
injury, hauled down 32 a basket and two foul shots by
Rozella Henry
rebounds - the most by any Joe Bryant in the final minute.
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Lois Smith
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Boston's Chris Ford tied the
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Vickie Baker
season - in leading the score at 94-94 with two free
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Clippers to a 112-108 victory throws with 25 seconds to play.
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Nater Leads Clippers To Win
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE

"Nater played the best Milwaukee's Brian Winters to
rebounding game I've ever miss a jumper from the top of
seen a big center, play," said the key, The Celtics grabbed
Clippers guard Lloyd Free, the retiound and called
tirneout with three seconds to
who scored 37 points.
"Nater was awesome," 'play.
Ford took an inbounds pass
added San , Diego forward
Sidney Wicks. "He set the from Cedric Maxwell near
midcourt, moved up a couple
tempo to our game."
Elsewhere in the NBA of steps and let fly. The ball
Friday night, the Boston banked off the backboard and
Celtics edged the Milwaukee fell through as the buzzer
Bucks 97-94, the Atlanta sounded.
Hawks 103,76ers 98
the
downed
Hawks
Steve Hawes scored 10 of his,
Philadelphia 76ers 103-98, the
Indiana Pacers edged the 18 points in the fourth quarter
Washington Bullets 111-109, as the Hawks snapped
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TONIGHT'S
HARDWOOD
ACTION

Calloway County
Holiday Tournament

Murray High vs.
Lowes
Consolation,6 30p in
Fulton Co. vs.
Livingston Central
(banspionship.8 pm
•••
Murray State vs.
Towson State
7 30 p m Racer Archie

s

Kentucky High School Scores

NBA Standings
By The Associated Press
Eastern(onference
Atlantic Diviaion
W
L
Pet. GB
23
7
Boston
.767 22
8
PhlladelpNa
.733
1
14 17
New York
.402
9%
12 15
Washington
444
9%
12 18
New Jersey
400 11
Central Division
20 13
Atlanta
.1188 15 15
Houston
.500
3%
15 15
San Antonio
500
3%
15 17
Indiana
469
44
14 18
Cleveland
437
54
9 21
Detroit
300
94
Western Conference
Midwest Division
19 14
576
Milwaukee
18 14
Kansas City
562
%
11 11
Denver
344
7%
10 20
Chicago
333
7%
833
Utah
287
9%
Pacific Division
72
9
710
Seattle
677 1
Iii Angeles
21 10
19
13
594
3%
Phoenix
16 16
Portland
500
654
15 18
455
San Diego
Golden State
11 20
355 11
Games
Friday's
Boston 97, Milwaukee 94
New Jersey III, New York 105
Atlanta 103, Philadelphia 99
Indiana III, Washington 109
Kansas City 103. Utah V
San Diego 112, Denver 109
Lea Angeles 138, Detroit 122
Seattle 100, Houston 101
Saturdey's Games
Philadelphia it Atlanta
Boston at New York
New Jersey at Cleveland
Washington at Chicago
Detroit at Phoenix
San Antonio at Golden State
Denver at Portland
Sunday's Games
Indiana at Kansas City
Boston at New Jersey
Utah at Milwaukee
San Antonio at Loa Angeles
Houston at Portland
Denver at Seattle
Detroit at San Diego
Monday's Games
No games scheduled

Erlanger St Henry 70 Coy Latin 54
Eubank 75 Ky Deaf 68
Fairview 72 Pluntsville 45
Ft Campbell 74 Webster Co 67
Fkn-Simpson 85 Edmonson Co 75
Gamaliel 78 Adairville 51
Glasgow 89 Auburn 55
Harlan 78 Lone Jack 75
Hopkinsville 65 Breckinridge Co 47
Knox Central 66 Bell Co 64
Larue Co 90 Hatt Co 44 ,
Laurel Co 72 Rockcastle Co 51
Lea Tates Creek 86 Harrodsburg 49
Lincoln Co 99 Casey Co 74
Marshall Co 57 Heath 41
Mason Co 81 Tollesboro 55
Mennifee Co 52 Elliott Co 47
Mercer Co 47 Boyle Co 46
Morgan Co69 Raceiand 46
N Hardin 70 Ft Knox 53
Newport 80 Campbell Co 72
Newport Catholic 66 Bracken Co 42
Nicholas Co 85 Mt Olivet Deming 67
TOURNAMENTS
Oneida Baptist 96 Cordia 72
Cougar Classic
Phelps
105 Feds.Creek 77
First Round
Pulaski Co 61 Wayne Co 57
LaSalle 72,Texas Ad(5167
BM-sell 56 Greenup Co 46
Brigham Young ri_i_UCNSantichar bare
Fruss
e11t07I Green"MST
65
Sheldon Clark 59Maysville 53
Fighting Mini Classic
Simon Kenton 110 Bellevue 59
First Round
Union Co 72 Henderson Co 69
Illinois 94. Kentucky St. 65
Walton-Verona 48 Beef_ hwood 44
Illinois St. 64, E. Illinois 59
Warren East 90 Campbellsville 66
Golden Gate Invitational
Woodford Co 77 Bremen 75
First Round
Girls
San Francisco 75, Pacific U. 65
Boyle Co 58 Mercer Co 40
Louisville Classic
Clinton Co 53 Barren Co 40
Championship
Harlan 44 Lone Jack 39
Louisville 96, W. Kentucky 74
Knox Central 48 Bell Co 41
Third Place
Pulaski Co 56 Wayne Co 32
Evansville 79,X NC-Charlotte 75, 201
Russell 43 Green up Co 26
Stony Brook Invitational
Union Co 44 Henderson Co 40
First Round
Tournament
New York Tech 91, Quinnipiac 84
Mid-South
Stony Brook 66, Albany, N.Y. 64
Semifinals
Volunteer Classic
Franklin Co 70 Bourbon Co 42
First Round
Scott Co 81 Madison Central 50
Arizona St. 91,Santa Clara 74
Tennessee 88, Fordham 63

Murray High 43 - Greg
Latto 4 3-4 3 11; Todd Bradshaw 5 0-0 3 10; Howie Critteden 40-0 58: Bobby Daniel
0-0 18; Nick Swift 0 2-5 5 2: A
Wells 1 0-0 1 2; Bruce Taylor 1
0-0 0 2: Robin Roberts00-010:
Nick Hibbard 0 0-0 1 0; David
McMillen 0 0-0 1 0; Walter
Payne 0 0-0 0 0. Totals: 19 5-9
21 43.
Fulton County 51 - Joe
Warren 9 3-5 3 21; Darrell
Holder 4 3-50 11; Gary White 2
5-7 39; Ronnie Cheirs 1 2-4 34:
Jeff Mays 1 0-0 1 2; Curt
Donlow 2 0-00 4; Gary Bishop
00.000. Totals: 19 13-211051.
Murray
Fulton

•

6 10 21-43
6 15 33--51.

68 Gary Blaine 10 9-10 2 29:
Timmy Harmon 3 5-6 0 11:
Livingston

Tommy

Central

Miller 2 6-6 3 10:

1-1 47;
David
5 9; Buddy

David Travelstead 3

Paul Fletcher 1 0-0 1 2;

McCracken 4 1-2
Hunter 0 0-0 0 0. Totals: 23 2225 15 68.

Lifwes 62 - Greg Wilkerson
11 3-4 3 25; Mark Whitis 6 0-03
12; Dale Mabry 2 54 5 9; Don
Spicer 1 1-2 4 3; Bill Sears 00-0
2 0; Mark Adatns1 3-4 29:
Craig Burgess 20-01 4. Totals:
25 12-16 20 62.
Livingston
Lowes .

9 27 45-68
.10 27

37-62

498
453
437
590
582
579
579
178
160
148
145
141
141
140
135
134

NORTH MIAMI, Fla. AP)
- Don January finished
strongly for his second
straight 68 and maintained a
two-stroke lead in the ;100,000
PGA
National
Seniors
Championship.
January birdied the last
three holeslor an eigh-underpar 136 total after two rounds
72-hole event„ „.
George-Bayer lirtd a fivunder-par 67 and took over
second place at 138. Grouped
at 139 were Dan Sikes, Gardner Dickinson and Bill
ohnston.
SKIING
PIANCAVALLO, Italy (AP)

Switzerland's Marie
Therese Nadig, a former
Olympic champion, won the
second woman's World Cup
downhill rate of the season
and emerged as the favorite
for a gold medal in the Lake
Winter Olympic
Placid

-

7
11 5
13
Vancouver Smythee
5 1:4111°.
2%.
8 11 10
Chicago
St. Louis
9 16 5
9 17 4
7 14 7
Boston8
17 3
EWdtiEdmontonColorado
Wales Conference
Adams Division
Buffalo
20 6 3
1675
13 7 7
Minnesota
Toronto
13 11 3
Quebec
11 15 4
is
Norris Divion
Mon
5
Angeles
153 11 10 6
l
tea
Pittsburgh
1168
Detroit
9 12 8
12 8
Hartford
Friday's Games
Atlanta 3, Minnesota 1
Edmonton 5, Montreal 3
Vancouver 5, Colorado 3
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he's going with McEnroe and
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1980

Davis Cup against Mexico in
February
Smith, 33, and Lutz,32, have
Cup

Davis

playing

been

doubles together on and off for
11 years. They have an 11-1
Davis Cup record, with their
sole loss coming earlier this
year at the hands of Australia.
The

out
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plays
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will
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1979

rounded
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Crotta

to

replace the injured Barazzutti
and Gerulaitis plays Panatta.

Games.
Scoring her third World Cup
victory, she had a winning
time of 1:41.29 over the 2,820meter long Nazionale course.
She finished .19 ahead of
Austrian ski queen Annemarie
in

runnerup

Moser-Proell,
1:41.48.

Czechoslovakian

Jana

kysova was third in 1:41.66

bamp_ered_ by snow

ias
and fag.

FOOTBALL

LAKE FOREST,Ill.(AP)Doug Buffone, fourth in
National Football League
history in number of games
played at linebacker, said he
will retire after the Chicago
Bears complete the 1979
season. '
Buffone, 35, is in his 14th
NFL season and has played
mostly con special teams this
year. With one regular season
game remaining, against St.

Wayne

Only

has

Walker

games, and Ray Nitschke of
of San Francisco, who played
in 190 each, have played more

NFL games at linebacker.
BE PRACTICAL THIS CHRISTMAS!
Pone) o room for someone specrol
Eversttl,ng to cornptet• o room

80 coiors of paging
Ceding Tile

Crag
Prefinalied In.

Murray State (63)- Laura
Lynn 12, Jeanette Rowan 12,
Bridgette

Wyche

6,

,Se A.pe. , ote

10,

McCracken

Janice

Marla

Salvage Mdse., Inc.
Hwy. 45, 1 Mile So.
Martin, In.(901) 587-3000
Open Sat. till 3:00 P.M.

Kim_ Morris 2, Lisa Lamar 7,
Oakley

business at

Tuck

Kelsch 4, Daphne Garnett, 4,
Diane

4,- - Barbara

Herndon 2.

Pre-Opening
Now In Murray

Discover a Slimmer,
Shapelier New You!
if Through planned exercises,
nutritional guidance and
fitness equipment, we'll help
you get back into shape!

GA
87
117
97
100
121

104 98
75 89
84 108
to 118
123
91 107

43
37
33
29
28

115 70
105 94
116 93
93 91
93 106

361
30
24
24

17
14 195
1 25
91
9995
68
93 101

In celebration of our new ultr-modern Figure Spa, we invite you to join the areas
finest weight loss and exercise program at unbelievably low pre-opemng prices
These prices will never be this low again

No Long
Term Contracts

3igure

$4190°

World

Registration Fee
( One-Time Only

0"

per

MO

During Pre-Opening
First 3
Months Free,

Pay Only For
Months
You Attend

of

played in 200

Green Bay and Matt Hazletine

a.m. today.

The Lady Racers, led by
Laura Lynn and,, Jeanette
Rowan with 12 points each,
committed 40 turnovers
during the game and and shot
only 36.6 --percent from--the
Vandy, led by Shirley

Then Only si

Boston at Buffalo Game.
Philadelphia at NY Rangers
Pittsburgh at Quebec
Detroit at Chicago
Winnipeg at Edmonton

Fleming,

Detroit, who

Murray
State ,Johanson with 23 points, hit 50
The
University Lady Racers fell to percent from the field.
The Lady Racers,now 4-4 on
Vanderbilt University 82-63 in
the UT-Martin Holiday the season, meet the winner of
Tournament Friday af- the Austin Peay-Arkansas
(Little Rock) game at 11:30
ternoon.

33
26
73
22
21
19

Chicago at Boston
Gam"
NY Rangers at Washington
Quebec at Detroit
Pittoburgh at NY Islanders
Buffalo at Philadelphia
Atlanta at Toronto
Montreal at Winnipeg
Minnesota at St. Louis
Hartford at Colorado
Vancouver at Los Angeles

Peter

Smith-Lutz in this year's U.S.

Louis Sunday, Buffone

Pro Hockey
Standings
By The Associated Press
Campbell Conference
Patrick Division
WI T Pts GF
45 127
elphia
19 1 7
s
32 126
NY Rangers
14 13 4
30 101
Atlanta
13 12 4
25 102
10 13 5
N
WT
aslislagto
iin nde
15 V
Washington

team of John McEnroe and

Friday's Sports Briefly

Ladd Racers Defeated
By Vandy In Tourney

Friday Boys Games
Alexandria Brussart 72 Silver Grove 62
Allen Co 73 Lewisburg 48
Ashland 51 E Carter 42
Ashland Holy Family 81 Lawrence Co
55
Boone Co 71 Conner 69
Boyd Co 79 Johnson Central 77
Breathitt Co 70 Knott Central 69
Clay Co 74 Cawood 70
Clinton Co 92 Barren Co 9020T
Coy Catholic 62Scott 52
Coy Holmes 88 Ft Thin Highlands 67
Coy Holy Cross 62 Augusta 43
Cumberland Co69 Monticello 65
Danville 50 Lex Henry Clay 48
Dayton 68 Ludlow 44
Elizabethtown 55 E Hardin 53
Erlanger Lloyd 55 Dixie Heights 54

Tournament
Box Scores

222
215
210

Trabert said he has invited the

played in 185 NFL games.

College Basketball Scores
Friday's College Basketball scores
By. The Associated Press
EAST
Cheyney St. 77,_Mansfield St. 76 Howard U. 55, U. of p.c.50
Mercy 65, Manhattanville 62
Rhode Island 74, Connecticut 6,3
SOLTH
Ouachita Baptist 52, Louisiana Coll, 45
Virginia Union 97. St_ Paul's 86
W Georgia 88, Oglethorpe 86
MIDWEST
E. Michigan 73. Wis.-Milwaukee 71
E. Montana 81, Mary College 74
Moorhead St. 57, Michigan Tech 55
S. Dakota St . 78, Mt. Marty 68
Wichita St_ 55, Michigan St. 54
Winona St. 77,Southwest St 74
SOUTHWEST
Dallas Baptist 101, Okla. Chris. 91
FAR WEST
Cal-Irvine 85, Chico St. 56
Los Angeles St. 87, Southern Cal Coll.
86
Washington 94,Sacramento St 57

178
188

The
odds
favor the
Americans. Only - Australia in
1939 has been able to rally
from a 2-0- deficit to win the
Davis ('up. The international
tennis trophy is currently in
U.S. hands following the
American victory a year ago
over the British team in the
Finals.
The U.S. team turned in an
impressive performance in
singles Friday night. John
McEnroe made it look easy as
he beat Panatta 6-2, 6-3, 6-4.
Earlier, Vitas Gerulaitis won
against ('orrado Barazzutti
when the Italian sprained his
right ankle and was forced to
retire. At the time, Gerulaitis
wos winning 62,3-2.
Meanwhile, Tony' Trabert.
U.S. Davis Cup coach, said
Friday night he has told Smith
and I.utz that they aren't in
the picture for next year's
U.S. Davis Cup plans. Instead,

Ladies Spa

Our Spa
Facilities
Include!
•Ulta-Modern Exercise Equipment
•IndividualAtteintion and liefiriailon

Call Now

•Edldusive Exercise program with pewsonal supervision and instruction
4111,0m/fined Centilitre

753-4121

Group cl

on the hove

•Diet consultation
•CioriForescutor

Hours: Mon.-Fri.
9-8, Sot. 9-4

214 No. 15th
Murray

sisvoiopoe•ns ttress

reducl,on proerA
•Sauta
'Sun boolns
locks.' dress-.,
•Prirais
rooms sho•e( s and sows
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Murrayans Attend
Jehovah's Meeting

Gargus,Smith Appointed Elders

Jehovah's Witnesses from
the Murray congregation were
among the 1975 people who
gathered at the North Hopkins
High School in Madisonville at
3 p.m. Sunday. to hear Watchtower Representative
Ruble Lockhart. 70, North
Lester Roper deliver the
.Street, died at 9:45 p.m.
6th
'Whose
•
feature discourse
Friday in the Westview
Disciple Are You?".
Nineteen persons were Nursing Home.
Survivors include four
baptued on Saturday of the
Larue Darnell,
sisters,
meeting.
two-day
Witnesses
Mayfield: Opal Taylor,
Benton; Kathleen Warren,
Greenville: and Lorene
five
Murray;
Poyner,
brothers, Earl, Green Briar,
Morning Prayer services Tenn.; Euel and Leon,
will be held at 9:45 a.m. on Murray; Robert, .Calvert
Sunday. Dec. 16, at the St. City; and Virgil. Hazel Park,
John's Episcopal Church, Mich.; and one niece, Lavelle
Main and Broach Streets. Smith.
Murray.
arrangements
Funeral
A Christmas pageant will currently are incomplete at
also be presented at the same the Max Churchill Funeral
services, according to the Home.
minister, the Rev. Stephen
Davenport, who invites the
public to attend.

Ruble Lockhart
Dies Friday At
Nursing Home

State, Gay, a seventh grade' Smith, the University Church
William Sherrill Gargus and Gargus and Omega Tucker
in
at Murray Middle, and David, is served by W.H. Brooks,
in
1942
born
was
Richard Smith were appointed ,Gargus,
third grader at Carter Leroy Eldridge, Robert
a
A
graduate
County.
Calloway
•
ou Dec. 9 to serve as elders of
Smith is a Hendon, and Wayne Williams
Elementary.
'in
School
Training
Murray
the University Church of of
with B.F. in the capacity of elder.
Analyist
Systems
B.S.
his
received
he
1960,
Christ. The appointment was
Calvert City. He Current deacons include Bill
in
Goodrich
and
in
history
degree
made during the regular
been a member of the Boyd, Hamp W. Brooks, Ed
morning worship hour of the chemistry from Murray State has
Church since the Chrisnian, Cliff Cochran,
University
is
in
He
1967.
University
church.
1950's and has served as Larry Dunn, Vernon Gantt,
early
Greta
former
the
to
married
of
William
son
Gargus,
Brooks and they are the deacon since 1969. The Smiths Rob Gingles, James Lawson,
parents of three daughters - live at 1508 Canterbury Drive. Hardernan Nix, and Charles
In addition to Gargus and Sniothermon.
Gina, a junior at Calloway
at
sophomore
High, Julie, a
Calloway High, and Amy, in
Regular services will be
fourth grade at North
held at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Elementary.
1111 Sunday, Dec. 16. at the
Gargus is an engineer with
the
with
First Baptist Church
Tire and is actively
General
The function of the
Willard Ails, R. Ph. at
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
in farming in partengaged
County legislative committee is to
-Calloway
Murray
the
speaker.
as
Whittaker,
nership with W.H. and Hamp
Hospital, has been appointed keep the membership .411=
Tommy Walker will serve,as
W. Brooks. He has been a
to serve on the Legislative formed of health Care
deacon of the week.
member of the University
Committee of the Society. legislation, proposals and.
At the morning service
since July of 1961 and
Church
according to Ginger Scott, enactments having relevance
special music will include
as a deacon since
served
has
president of the Kentucky to institutional pharmacy
selections by the Carillon Bell
1969. The family lives on Roy
It
develops
Society of Hospital Phar- practice.
Choir. and "The Song of
.
Grahankiroad
ons,
proposals.
recommendati
macists.
Christmas" by the church
Smith was born in 1933 in
The Kentucky Society of suggestions and resolutions
choir with Butch Turnbow as
Calloway County to Dawson
Pharmacists is the which permit the society to
Hospital
narrator, Vicki Sorrow, Gay
and Mary McKee! state specialty society of encourage legislative opinion
Smith
Brown, Harry Cartwright,
Smith. He graduated from
pharmacists engaged in the which is in the best interest of
Annie
Training School in
Murray
practice of the membership and the
institutional
Marsh as soloists.
and received his B.S. pharmacy. Its objectives are profession of pharmacy.
1952
The Rev. John Churchwell
ofminister
is
Halley
Wayne
from
Ails served as president of
to improve the qualifications
will speak on the subject, music with Joan Bowker as degree in chemistry
in
University
State
Murray
and usefulness of hospital the Kentucky Society of
"Ths Greatest Event Since organist and Allelic Knight as
1968. He is married to the
pharmacists through the Hospital Pharmacists 1965-66
Creilion" with scripture from pianist.
Sue Carnal of
Only one morning worship Luke 2:10-11 at the 11 a.m.
former
promotion of high standards of and 1966-67. He has also
service
evening
the
At
they are the
and
hour at 10:50 will be held on worship services on Sunday.
Slaughters
professional ethics, education served on the board of
special music will be a
three children
Sunday. Dec. 16, at the First Dec. 16, at the Hazel United
and attainments, and to directors and various comladies trio parents of
the
by
selection
United Methodist Church, Methodist Church.
a freshman at Murray
and mittees.
research
promote
composed of Rebecca Whit- Terry.
according to the pastors, the
Kim
be
development in hospital
Acolytes will
and Vicki
Poe,
Carol
taker,
Rev. Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Thompson and Tina ThomPharmacy practices, and.
Sorrow, a selection by the
.Jr.. and the Rev. Robert E. pson. Cindy Edwards and
promote improvement of
Men's Choir, and a solo by Mr.
Farless.
patient care.
Jones as a duet will Halley.
valerie
Featured at the worship will sing ••0 Little Town of
at 9:30
be
will
School
Sunday
he a cantata. "A Song For. Bethlehem." • A'
a.nr,.and,ChurraliaPI"iiing at 6
A Christutas, *try
st4iiastide,". to - - be .- Sunday School will a(10
'Dr. David ('.,Roos
Rey
p.m.
on
Tire
..y
Sundp
be
will
Strang,er,—
Christmas
— liresented by the- • chancel a.m. • The* United -Methodist
will speak on the subject.
presented Sunday, Dec. 16,*at
Choir 'with, Larrie Clark as Youth Eerrowship will meet at
"Love Came Down," at the
7 p.m. at the First Assembly of
soloist, - Beatrice 4:30 p.m. on Sunday.
guest
10:45 a.m. services on Sunday,
God Church, located. at South
Farrell, organist, Dorothy
16,_ at the First Christian
Dec.
16th and • Glendale Road,
Smith-,
Mason, harpist, Ray
'Ii,,' l _Ales Ensemble I if the Murray.
Church.
flute soloist, and Paul Shahan,
"Were. You There On that Memorial Baptist Church,
The public is invited to
director.'
of
Night" will be the directed by Milton Gresham, attend, a church spokesman
focus
the
be
Christmas
will
•Peace"
•
Church Family Night will be
both the 9:30 a.m. Church anthem to be . sung by the minister of music, will present said.
held at 6 p.m. on Sunday at the
and the 10:45 a.m. Chancel Choir, directed by a cool vrt of Christmas music
School
Linda Wright and students
church starting with a covered
services at First Margaret Porter with Maxine on Sunday. Dec. 16. at 7 p.m.
worship
dish dinner, and concluding will present their annual
at the church.
n Church on Clark as organist.
Presbyteria
with the candle lighting Christmas program on SunMembers of the ensemble
services will
the
in
Assisting
Dec.
16.
Sunday.
service with music by the day. Dec. 16, at 2:30 p.m. at
entire be Rebecca Dublin. Johnny are IA lima Billington and
the
Advent
During
the Fellowship Hall of the
Children's Choir.
Church family and com- Reagan, I.yle Underwood, Sharon Owens, first sopranos:
Church School will be held First Baptist Church.
munity is encouraged to Norman Hale, Elmer Collins, Anne Lough and Linda Stalls,
In addition to Mrs. Wright's
at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
its faith from one Dave Eldredge, M. C. Ellis, second sopranos: Eva Hale
convey
private piano students, her
Holiday hours for Murray
to the next,as each Betty Gore, Leon Smith. Fluffy and Margaret Wilkins. altos.
generation
Eastwood Christian „School
University's Pogue
White,
Dr.
Jerrell
Rev.
The
State
generation refreshes and ,Greer, Stephanie Lucas. Mr.
Chorus and First 'baptist
Fulton. and pastor, will speak on the Library, the legal resources
Mrs.
Henry
exand
other
the
enriches
Cherub Choir will also be
periences, according to the Dr. and Mrs. Woodfin Hutson. -;ubject. "Angelic Messages** library, have been set, acfeatured.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 with scripture from 1.uke 1 : 26- cording to Quava Honchul,
pastor, the -Rev., R. E.
The public is invited to
Bruce Logue will speak at
Activities will start at 5 30. 2:9-15. at the evening hour. legal resources librarian.
a.m.
is
Rabatin. The church lotated
the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. attend, Mrs. Wright said.
The hours, which are not the
p.m. Sunday with After School Thyra Cravilord will play the
at 16th and Main Streets.
worship services on Sunday.
as for the Waterfield
prelude.
a
same
to
present
Club
Bible
al!
ages
for
School
Church
Dec. 16; - at • the - University
At the 10:50 a.m. service the
Library, are: Saturday, Dec.
begins at. 9:30 a.m. and will Christmas play, a churchChurch of Christ.
15, closed; Sunday, Dec. 16,
build on the idea that un- wide pot-faith supper at 5:30 Pastor will speak on "What Do
His morning subject will be
Monday through
For
Christmas7"
Want
You
closed;
Odyssey
and
Squad
derstanding of world neigh- p.m.. God
"Stewardship" with scripture
Friday. Dec. 17-21, 8 a.m. to
Groups at 6:30 p.m.. and with scripture from Luke 2:25Mrs.
Peace.
bors
promotes
from II Cor. 8:1-15, and his
4:30 p.m.; Saturday through
Jack Belote and Mrs. Peter comine of Santa Claus at 7:15 :15. Special music will be
•
evening subject will be "Lord,
by Tommy Wilkins
presented
Sunday, Dec. 22-30, closed:DIV
exlead
will
O'Rourke
A house fire Thursday night
Teach Us To Pray No. 1" with
Choir,
Sanctuary
the
and
Monday, Dec. 31.8 a.m. to 4:30
in
did severe damage to 123 periences on Christmas
scripture from Luke 11:1-13.
be at
will
Church
Teaching
p.m.: Tuesday. Jan. 1. closed;
as
and
Germany
France
Assisting in the services will Spruce Street, according to a
Training
and
9:40
a.m.
Church
2-13, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Jan.
unhow
of
examples
be Ernie Bailey, Leroy Murray Fire Department derstanding promotes peace
pm,. on Sunday .
at
weekends closed.
Eldridge, Vernon Gantt. Greg spokesman.
The spokesman said the fire Traditional holiday refresh"Rejoice in the Lord
Delaney, Richard Smith,
around the stove but ments will also be served.
started
Always!" with scripture Iron,
Harold Grogan. Jack Wilson,
ice
will.
worship--serv
The
riki 3.1111-11 win TN;IK --s -F -Terry' •Srinitli. Chuck Wilson, cause has- not bee_p_ deter- 1
r`Peace'" -al-di -Me-- ject of
1oCiiS
the sermon by• the Rev.
Barry Grogan, James Felt- mined. No one was injured.
Owner of the house is Jiles pastor will speak on "A Time Martin Mattingly at the
ner, Tim Feltner, Duane
for Peace." The David Dutt
masses at 6:30 p.m. today and
Dycus, James Lawson, Jackson and it was occupied
family will light the Advent
Frances Drake
at 8 and 11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m
Roland Goodgion,and Tommy by James Jackson.
sing
will
Candles. The choir
did
minor
fire
Another
on Sunday. Dec. 16, at the St.
Reid.
EOR MONDAY. DECEMBER 17. 1979
under the direttion of Lisa leeo's
Catholic Church.
Nursery supervisors will be damage to a house located on
What
kind
of day will SCORPIO
by
Slater, accompanied
Church School classes for all
Ann Brooks, Hazel Berkley, Kentucky 783, just north of
be'
To
tomorrow
find out what I Oct. 23 to Nov. 21,
organist Beth Braboy.
You're articulate in exages will be at 9:30 am
Glenda • Newsome, Sherry Penny.
the stars say, read the
a
church
be
will
There
The Calloway County Firepressing feelings. Make imNewsome, Tammy Curd, and
Sunday.
given
forecast
for
your
birth
- Rescue Squad responded to Christmas party immediately
portant financial decisions,
The annual Christmas Sign.
Debbie Gallagher.
following the morning worship
but don't mix friends and
potluck dinner for the church
Bible Study will be at 9:30 the call. Insulation in the
money.
fireplace caught fire, ac- service. The dinner will be will be held from 6:30 to 10
a.m. Sunday.
potluck style. After the dinner, p.m. on
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
Sunday at the Murra
. The Special Needs and cording to a squad official.
help
to
invited
is
everyone
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191er
I
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) erki
#
No
one
was
Owner
injured.
Committee
High School cafeteria.
Ccsonsiderations
Advice you receive may be
decorate the church- ChristYou're self-assured .and
Vt eekday masses will be at
will meet after worship of the house is Betty Larson
applicable but difficult to convincing, but higher-ups
mas tree, and the church 6:15 aim on
Sunday night to prepare and it is occupied by Rick
Monday, 4311
implemeht-at present. Avoid
said.
the-pastor
sanctuary,
may be touchy now, and you
p ni on Tuesday, 5:30 p.m. on
Cliristreas baskets.
disputes with co-workers. should handle them with kid
a.m.
on
Wednesday, 10
Safeguard health.
golves. No smart remarks.
Thursday, and 2 p.mII
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
Friday.
Apr. 20 to May 20) ti
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A good time to talk to
The answers you come up
authorities about loans and
with now may differ from the
raising capital, but do not prevailing viewpoint. Still,
dissipate funds on ex- don't be talked out of a
travagant pleasure.
reasonable course of action.
.Iolw Dale will ht. the GEMINI
AQU4RRJS
speaker at the services at 8:30 I May 21 to June 201E6
. (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
9
and 10:40 a.m. and Ii pitori
an
bffective
You're
Mental rapport with a young
Sunday, Dec. 16, at the spokesman for your point of person. Friends right now
Seventh and Poplar Church of view, but reactions from could be temperamental.
Christ.
others may be mixed. Stay Don't get involved in their
"What Do We 1)o Not'' reasonable.
hang-ups.
with scripture front 1 Cor CANCER
PISCES
22)
15:58 will be the mornme (June 21 to July
(Feb. 19. to Mar. 20)
Excitement in romance.
sermon topic, and "That I
Business competitors are
Might Finish My• Course With Stick to your guns re a work likely to find fault, even if you
.loy" with scripture from Acts decision, even if others have come up with a good proposal.
20:24-27 will be the evening doubts. Watch arguments in Stay clear of argumentative
p.m.
types.
sermon topic.
YOU BORN TODAY are
AssicAing in the services will LEO
naturally drawn to the
be Jack . rose, Jerry Bolls. I July 23 to Aug.22)
Enjoy times with children, business world and can sucLarry Cooper, Ronnie Sill,
watch spending. Carefree ceed in banking, finance,
hut
Ricky Cherry, Ed A. Thoma
to management, and real estate.
lead
could
Rod Chatman, Lenith Roger,. play
carelessness re money and At times your need for
Chiles Lamb, Max Earle\ . possessions.
material success can keep you
Ray Karraker, Wayne %kitsch.
VIRGO
from
developing your other
Vernol
Danny Cleaver,
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
talents.
you
However,
Anderson, Emmanuel
You know exactly what you greatest success comes when
and
Mariners, Max Farley,
want re your home setup, but you are motivated by an ideal.
Edgar Rowland.
may be in too much of a rush Fiction, music, poetry, art,
Teen nursery helper will he to make things happen. Slow and public service are fields in
Your children can also be a part of activities like this when you
Manners and special down.
Rhonda
which you'll meet with sucenroll them with the day care center that really cares
class helper will be Karen LIBRA
cess, providing that you rise
('arraway. Servingon the (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
above the conflict between
extension department will
You may buy something idealism and materialism.
Bernice Wilferd and 1)1.11 beautiful on impulse. Don't be Birthdate of: Ford Maddox
Wright.
John
novelist;
so sure of yourself that you Ford,
753-4481
Covey Dr.
Bible study will be held at overlook details. Mentally, Greenleaf Whittier, potti. and
9:45 a.m. on Sunday.
you're sharp.
Erskine Caldwell, novelist.

,

Services Planned,
Episcopal Church

Musical Cantata
To Be Ptsitured,
Methodist Church

Regular Services
Planned, Church

Willard Ails To Serve On
Legislative Committee

1978 Chevrolet Pick-Up
Two tone, power brakes, tilt cruise, air, AM/FM
stereo, CB, buelet seats, power windows, door lock,
sliding rear windpw, rails, chrome rear step bumper,fancy wheels,one owner, brown and beige.

$5,500

Q

Gel QUAUTY
SERVICE PARTS

GM

CENIMAL MOTORS POZTS DIVE1061

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South

753-2617

MOM
alair MOIM:MOM MS:" agar"

Hazel Methodists
To Hear Pastor

Christian Church
To Hear Pastor
Supper Planned

Wright Students
Plan Program Here

Presbyterians To
Study 'Peace' At
Sunday Services

Assembly Of God
Play Scheduled

Ladies Ensemble
Concert Planned
Sunday, Memorial

Holiday Hours Set
For Murray State's
Pogue Library

Bruce Logue Will
Speak At Church

Squads Respond
To Two House
Fires Thursday

Catholic Masses
Scheduled Here

Each Huck's Store will be giving
away a bike free. Registration
ends Dec. 21, 1979. A drawing
will be held at each Huck's Food
Store on Saturday, Dec. 22 at
noon. Each store will post
bicycle winner on store window
after drawing. Register as often
as you like.
Every store will have a winner.
Customers may view bike at
any Huck's Food Store.

Your Individual
Horoscope

et-

John Dale Speaker
At Church, Christ

so

42,Rq

Santa Visits
Toddler Day Care Center

Toddler Day Care Center
P,

Wantle/nience STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 A.M. Iii 11 P.M.
OPEN 365 Days
Corner of
Glendale 8, Whitnell
(Behind Big John's)
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e Rightgifts atthetghtPrice-Here

GIVE THAT SPECIAL
PERSON THAT
SPECIAL GIFT

Ruff4u4y ola 94e9dea6-9

LOOKIIE1?E
A Sig SELECTION
OF DTITIN:g GIFTS
EVEPYONE
ON YOUR UST

GIFTS

ONLY
9
Shopping
Days Left!

WICKER
STAINED GLASS
MIRRORS
Open N 8:00P.M.

The
Decor Store

p

fi

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642
Murray, Ky.

•

6!)
49'
'Iv in

SHOP EARLY'
N'EASY

Listed her• is a ready
ref•rence that will quickly
help
you
locat• the
classification you ore look
ins for.
P. Lego) Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
Initriktions
elndtInsurance
ii. For Sale or Trade
14. Wont Tsi Buy
IS. Articles For Sale Ilk Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
19, Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
*23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Rodio
27. Mobile Horne Soles
TS. Mob. Home Rents
29. Hiliating.Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Revd
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
NI. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produc•
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
4.4. tots For Sole
45. Forms For Sole
46. Homes For Sole
47. Motorcycles
411. Auto. Services
49. Used Cars
SO. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boots and Motors
53. sorvic... cht.tried
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Free7ore

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows
News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display ad
vertising 753-1919
Classified Display.
Classified, Circulati
on and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753.
1916 ond 753-1917

We Accept Visa Et
Master Charge
4,

19. Farm Equipment

NOtice
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Open 77118:00 P.M.
Mon. Misr Friday

i LAY-AWAY A NEW
i
!YAMAHA FOR CHRISTMAS ' ',1
!

Will
Haul.

/
Call 492-8515
Ask For
!
Richard
anytime
of day.
. ;

-,
•r

For Sale

22. Musical

1972 160 Allis Chamber diesel.
Also 8' Case wheel disc.
cylinder and hoses All in good
condition. Call 489-2716 after
6 pin.
Zinn Sc Tinuitry Vanilla. Lto .'s Buildings!! 40.x12x14'. All
mulitAr 4414,u01+420,
4
..a.,202 753410/1 0 steel clear span buildings with
1 a 24'x13' double slide door,
color walls. three wall Wes and
,Mini
'
20 lb. live load This complete
50 C.C. Auto. P package for $6 890. Other sizes
;..
1 available. F.0 B factory. Call
For Ages 1
614-294-4449 collect 9 AM to
3-12
7 pm
torkertus4.4.„

4r:

01=

Flute, coin-silver, excellent
condition. Also portible record
player. 753-0398.
Spinet piano used like new. Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos. New Baldwin
pianos and organs. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, TN.
Used Spinet piano. Buy this
beauty and save! Clayton's & B Music, 753-7575.

)1er
f-Th
4'1
41

Gifts

I

Village
Bath
Dirty
Kids
Stocking
Stuffers

Also
Yamaha
Three Wheelers
Coming Soon

/

Office Space For
Rent. Call /537618 after 5:00
BIBLE CALL
"The lord's Supper"
759.4444 or For Teens:
"Keep Yourself Pure"
759 4445
Have a. Daughter getting married? We make
wedding pictures.

Carter Studio
304 Main, 753-8298
REWARD $3000! For inforina
tion leading to apprehension of
cattle thelf in Pottertown area,
or apprehension of persons
shooting cattle this spring in
the Kirk Ridge area Igleheart
Farms Call 436-5397 or 436
2425
Toddler's Day Care now has
openings for 2. 3. and 4 year
olds 753-4481

NOTICE
Mr. Fanner it is
not too late to treat
your plant beds
with VORLEX.Soil
temperature
no
problem. Call your
custom applicator
Bob Kemp 435-4343
or 435-4315. $45.00
per 100 yards.

6. Help Wanted

Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details, Reply:
Titan-S12. Box 94485.
Schaumberg, IL 60194.
Warehouse
Help wanted. Need day cook
Storage
and part-time waitress. Apply
Space
in person at the Rib Shack.
For Rent
901 Coldwater Road.
Ideal for storing house full of
Local opening for person with 3
furniture, cars, antiques,
business overflows
to 5 years experience as hank
etc
Phone 753 7618 otter 5 00
teller. Position offers excellent
p
working conditions and fringe
benefits'Please send resumes
fee ride to Southwest Florida. to P.O. Box 32 A.
Leaving for southwest Florida 9. Situation Wanted
on or about December 31,
1979. Would like lady or couple Experienced habysitter wii
to help with the driving. Call care for infants to two years
753-3599 at night or on My home. Hourly, daily, weekly
759-4610.
Thursday.
Mature,
experienced young
John 14:15, "If ye love me,
keep my commandments." II woman will do bahysitting in
John 1:9, "Whosoever tran- my home. Have references. Call
sgresseth. and abideth not in 753-3899.
the doctrine of Christ hath not Will do housekeeping 2-3 days
God. He that ahideth in the a week. Experienced. 492doctrine of Christ, he hath the 8925.
Father and the Son." Sabbath
worship service, Saturday's 11 10:11iii. Opportunity
AM and 6 PM. Bible stir 6 01
$205.80 possible in only
8 'evenings. Study
.. phone
5 hours work per week
anytime. Free Store or the
at home. Your answer
needy. All donations • apto financial security.
preciated. Anyone having need
Hill, 340-8 Longview
or would like Bible information
Drive, Paducah, KY
or study call Bible Facts or Free
Sive, 759-4600.

111,
II

•Arvin stereo unit with AM-FM
•stereo receiver. 8-track tape.
)and record player. $60. Call
"rn: 753-7777 after 4 pin:
1;1
' •
h,1.1 •_,,{
4 25 inch
RCA color t.v..
automatic, $250. In good condition. Phone 753-6531.
Wanted: responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
.Nitit on 25" color t.v. Warranted.
IQ Clayton's - I & B Music, 753.1V 7575.
•••••
..1980 Zenith 19 inch cola t.v.,
Wes.
3 months old. Call 753-6292.

27. Mobile Home Sales

•12x60 mobile home, 3
Candles
Backgammon 0
1 _ bedrooms, l'•2 bath, gas heat,
Sets
central air, dishwasher. torFor Your
nado straps. 10x12 storage
Christmas
ck-f-S • fitg
ki
building. Call 753-0364 or 753Decorating
Z 3455.
Compare Our Prices
12x37 Mobile home, furnished,
10-8 M-F 10-6 Sat. 1-5 Sun.
bedrooms, large Iindows
2
tv, "s.
Bel-Air Center
Call 924-5609
•
Murray,Ky.
/\./• .. Price reduced, must sell: 1974
5.1 Open Nights & Sunday Aft. TA Oiristnins
Magnolia double wide mobile
4WiPAI home. Can be used as 2
bedrooms or 4 bedrooms. 2 fult
25.flusiness Services baths. living room, dining
24. Miscellaneous
Antiques. Gold Victorian bangle Maybelle Joyner Bridals. Wingo, room, and den. Gas heat,
bracelets and other antique Kentucky. Alfred Angelo bridal carpeted throughout, new 31.4
jewelry. Makes ideal Christmas gowns, bridesmaid's dresses ton central .air. With or without
gifts. Phone. Mayfield, 241- and veils. sizes 6 to 24'4. furniture. Can he seen between
Shown by appointments. Call 9 am and 7 pin at .147 Riveria
5915.
Courts.
376-5387
Chain saw chains. Three
dr,*
•;," • • 01.•
I67.
eighths inch pitch for the
4,N
following bar sizes; 16'
$10.25; 20-, $11.99: 24CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
$14.99. Wallin Hardware
Paris.
FOR CHILDREN
Christmas Special! Pro-Sharp
BOYS
chain saw sharpener, sharpens
Shoes, Jeans, Shirts, Underwear, Socks,
your chain like a pro. $11.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
PJ's, Gloves,Jackets and Sleeping Bags.
Christinas Spectal! Skit saws,
GIRLS
ell with 7 " blede. model-53-8,
Shoes, Jeans, Shirts & Tops, Pant Suits,
$29.99; model 574, 534.99.
model 576. $49.99; model
Coats, Knee Socks, Panties, Dresses,
559, $59.99; model- -553.
Pajamas,Gowns and Tams.
$79.99. Wallin Hardware.
INFANTS
Paris.

YNVIAHAwzty:„.°:,...„
Visa

Oriental

Hand-Painted
Plates, Ginger
Jars, Tea Sets
Unique

4

with 8 track
0 00
753-6531 ask for
oh

.4.

pounds of homemade
III 11111 St Fl frtcl. Call
I2& TV 'Radio

,t

-Also-

AM/FM

4, 4

nolawirowawaw:40:00
"
Aw trewood for sale. $20 a rick
k Call 753-3307

5.

Stereo Console

• -

Master Charge

ariaceleas ItaIlinallriostegierial r fericarastrairalliral Piaarsceleaarai

Will do hahysitting. have own Christmas Special! Revereware.
transportation. Call 489-2566. Saucepan. 1 quart. $10.99, 2
quart. $14.99, 3 quart. $16.99.
11. Want To Buy
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Child safety car seat and good
used vacuum cleaner. 153- Christmas Special! Slow
cooker, 5'2 quart. high and low
4110 after 5 pin
.!!
heat, Teflon II 'lined, $14.88.
iiji
Buying All Kinds of
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Scrap Iron & Metals.
Christmas Special! Water Pulse
Industrial
Shower Massage Deluxe Head.,
$9.99; hand held and wall
Clean-Up Service
mount unit, $13.99. Wallin
Ky. Nast a.m.-4 p.m.
4112-1=0
Hardware, PariS.
I.,.-Fri,
Want to huy one acre more or Christmas Special' Selfless at reasonable price near cleaning Munsey ovens Model Christmas Specials!
Truck tool
Mtiffey -Call 753 0193 after 5 353, -$27.99: model 351. --boxes.--$8-9.50tat
t
$43.99: Model 359. $49.99. Tail
pin
gate protectors: hale
Wallin Hardware, Paris. •
feeders; 3 point boom n poles;
15. Articles For Sale
Christmas Special' Club grader blades. Vinson Tractor
Bargains! Leaf rakes, $1.99;
aluminum 7 piece set. $33.99; Company. 753-4892.
chain saw files, all sizes. 79
cents each, air conditioner 8 piece set, $39.99; 10 piece Frost proof hydrants, 2 ft. bury
covers, $1.99. fire shovels. 99 set, $49.99; 11 piece set, depth. For yards or barn lots.
Termite
$59.99. Choice of colors.
Cr's Shirts & Things in Aurora.
cents each; windshield de-icer, Wallin Hardware,
$25.99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
& Pest Control
storewide sale, 10-50 per cent
12 oz. spray can. 88 cents.
Paris.
off everything. T's trimmed
Pli.ne Yti 3514
duct tape 2-x180' roll, $2.59: Christmas Special! Silvertone John Deere snow blade
for 112
sweat shirts, flannel. football
stove pipe. 6-. $1.39: heat cookware. 7 piece set. $26.99. tractor, good
condition. 1,5(1. 24. Miscellaneous
and baseball shirts. and
bulbs, 250 watt: infra red, Wallin Hardware, Paris.
435-4548
$1.39 each. Wallin Hardware, Christmas Special! Corelle ExBlacktop driveway sealer, 5 Sedgefield jeans. Lettering 10
Paris.
pressions, 20 piece sets. All 135 Massey Ferguson tractor gallon pail. $7.99. Supply per cent off. Transfers 10-50
for sale. Call 492-8265 after 6 !united. Wallin Hardware, per cent off. Gift certificates.
Christmas Special! Purple Mar- patterns. $46.99. Wallin Hard- pin.
Closed Tuesday. Phone 414Paris.
Paris.
ware.
tin houses. 6 rooms. $23.99;
8890.
Christmas
Special! Skil Router.
12 rooms. $36.99: 18 rooms, Christmas Special! Victorio 1973 Massey Ferguson 125; 14
t.3 hp, $24.99. Firewood, $25 a rick, delivered
$49.99: 24 rooms, $59.99. Number 200 Tomatoe juicer. hp Sears tractor front end model 548,
Wallin
Hardware,
small
loader;
Oak, Hickory, assorted. Round
2
Paris.
motorcycles.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
$20.99. Wallin Hardware.
Christmas
split, 18- or 24- 489753-2418.
and
Special!
Skit
corChristmas Special! Hair dryer Paris.
2327.
dless • inch
compact. 1200 watt, light For sale: maple couch and Wheelbarrows. $15.88; $29.99: rechargeable, drill. 2 speed.
reversing model Firewood $20 and up 767
weight. $9.99. Wallin Hard- chair and recliner. Call after 539.99 and $59.99. Wallin 2002.
$29.99. Wallin Hard- 4441
Hardware, Paris.
ware.
3:30 753-4799,
ware, Paris.
Fisher Price wood stove, and 3
Firewood for sale, $25 a rick
Kenmore washer and dryer, 2 AP0.4
.W.WAW.W.M.W.AWAXAN Call 474-2382 before 6 pin
twin beds, electric stove. Call
years old, $250. Call 436-5870.
354-8370.
k
For sale 27 cubic foot chest
New restaurant plates, howls,
Hospital bed, in good conditype freezer: 5 ton air condin
tion, mattress extra clean, cups, salads, desserts, juice
tioner, commercial tornatoe
glasses, in many patterns, any
$165. High back wheel chair, amount,
slicer, less than one year old
cheap! Paris Landing
ideal for home use. $65. See at
Phone 753-4470 or 753-2944
Country Store, Highway 119,
625 South 4th Street. 753- just off 79.
Call (901) 642Have Oak. Hickory fitewood.
4992.
8119.
$20 a rick, will deliver Call
New LP albums, 8-track tapes.
753-6837.
cassette tapes; gospel. country, Stainless steel sinks, 4 hole.
'Lawn
Sweep your
Christins. and pop. Large selec- self-rimming, double compartT/4 lawn insweeper
one tenth the time
t e
tion. Value to $12.95, all at 'bent. $29.99: $39.99 and
Push type $3999. pull
$1.00 each. Paris Landing $49.99. Wallin Hardware,
SAVE
3r118;9,t,y19p09e.b3
%,capacity, $119.99:
Country Store. Highway 119 Paris.
GRAND
PRIX
16 hu capacity.
-just off 79.(901)642-8119,
Will iell good used furniture
Wallin
Hardware,
and
appliances.
The
Odd
Shop.
Six inch Craftman jointer, good
Mt Paris.
. condition; 36 inch table with 642-8250. We buy, sell, and
motor, $240. See at 625 South trade.
Mobile home roof coating. 5
4th St., 753-4992.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
;
1
1 gallon pail, $26.99. Wallin
MI Hardware. Paris.
Three wagon wheel lights and Christmas Special! Auto
one wagon wheel table with vacuumcleaner. Operates on
;11 Mobile home anchoring supglass top. Phone 753-5940.
12 volt system, includes 15 ft.
plies available at Wallin Hardware. Paris.
16. Home Furnishings cord, nozzle brush, crevice tool,
and removable bag, $10.99.
1I87f,csir sale
fa n l53
18 cubic foot Admiral Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
III
canho
.
refrigerator. $450. Call 7533248.
The Tote Machine It's a dolly
KIRBY
Olds • Portia( • Wine
ti
An earry American sofa and
It's e cert. Ito a hauler. It's a
•
VACUUM
c hair, brown tweed. Also one
wood carrier. It's an outboard
"Satisfied Customers Are Our
stereo. Call 753-3578.
CLEANERS
motor caddy. It's a leaf and
Main Concern'
For factory authorized
brush cage $79.99. Wallin
Christmas Special! 9 piece
sales, and service call parts,
1901)
Hardware, Paris.
1406 West Mon.753-SMS
642-7519.
stainless steel cookware set
Located at 102 W
Washington St., Court Square:
with copper bottoms, $29.99.
Wood for sale. $20 We deliver
Part*, Tn.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
klitMN NNW"NW.WWI.a:MOIR NW. . Call 759-1167 after 4 pin
I

[
Kelley's

ww THE LAST GREAT
PONTIAC SALE
:
OF THE
x
SEVENTIES
t
c.

Mi

PURDOM 5Noewpocuan d
Mi
Mi

Snowsuits, Sleepers, Blankets, Knit Pants & Tops, Socks, One Piece Outfits,
Coats,Glove & Cap Set

SETTLEWORKMAN
We appreciate your business
E. Main Street
Downtown Murray
Free Gift Wrapping

•

Gift Selections
Of

At.N

Accessories
Lamps
Furniture
Gift hleas For
The It hole Family
Come in now and make
your selections early

•
ir
Phone 753-1474
NTERIORS
Post Office Box 412
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Tenth and Chestnut

December 15. 1979
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uzit-Plaw CLASSIFIED IIDS
Priced From

apartment living
70o,n
kitchen combination
bedroom n and bath One block
from MSU $110 per month
.Availahle January 1st Call 759after 12 noon
tor rent Furnished 2 bedroom
apartment near 00iiir!.'nr
'
Murray Available
753-4109
Fo• rent five room uritunIsheii
apartment. $150 per month
$1-00 deposit Phone 753-5447
after Spin

$4295

Chuck's

For
Rent
furnished
Nice
apartment for 1,
2, 3 or 4 girls.
Phone 753-5865 or
753-5108.

Music Center

753-3682

1411 Main
Murray,Ky.

27.

Coll Us For

Perfect Formal Attire

. Aifters.
g Rix
East Main St.
Murray Ky. 42071

VC,CPU UUVOCA.JUt3U+LA.,

iCOOCRX3t.)V

rt. Idt

PT7
1 I '1 •.3
-

__•:

1

t

FM AM Clock Radio
with easy Time and Alarm setting

OVERBY HONDA

Dixieland Shopping Center
Open
Open 10 a.m.-6 a.m.

•---•

Ley-Away Early

Limited Supply

MURRAY APPLIANCE

1Y
6 rJ .
7
;

YOUR IENERAL ELECTRIC

Court Square

rJ

Jewelers
•

mI •

1.1 M

15:

43. Real Estate
s29
sakg
P4e

-pie* apartment December
2nd. Extra nice all conveences. central heat and ai•
arport No pets Couple prefer
Deposit one year lease
:01 Circaraina 753-0291

Appliances Are Our Only Business!
HOWARD COY and JOHN SIMMONS, OWNERS
Main

',,Ew two bedroom apartment
5250 prnOflth - Deposit - N-crpets Available January frrst
1111t141
•Nil

Save'40" On
A Necessity

11,1

753-1222
I

Need More Room?
Then this is it, lovely 4
Br., and study,
situated on treestudded lot. This char•
ming htime has large
living-dining area,
,•,'
country kitchen,'large
•
rec. room, 2 baths,
elec. heat. Less than
replacement costs at
only $52,900.
Catalina Court
3 Bedroom brick with
all appliance kitchen,
elcc., baseboard heat
low heat cost', extra
II 11
large lot, outside
storage, Only $32,500.
II
Sound good" It is!!
icall Now.
AN Call 753-8080

Corvette Lanes
Wingfoot
Golf Shop

32. Apts. For Rent

DEALER IN MURRAY

t

+ SPEND IT ON
A FR1VOLIT't

33. Rooms for Rent

'fl

Bowling Balls

11111111111111111111111111111111111U1111111111111111U1111111111111

-L,•nisnec roci9
.ben and laundry facilities fur•-.Ished. One block from MSt.l.
550 per month Boy s only Call
759-4538 after 12 noon
Rooms for rent. one block from
University 759-4909 or 7531812
34. Houses For Rent
Two bedroom house. 1 1 ? miles
on 641 South $200 per inonth 753-8681
Three bedroom. 1 1.1 bath den
utility for washer and dryer
Newly decorated References
and security deposit required
$250 per month Located 5 or
6 miles out of Murray 3288255 or 382-2731

1 p

p

Golf Clubs

$112°°,

r10

36. For Rent Or Lease

e"7

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Spice
For Rent

UNCOLN
•

8:144 g404

thiaimilistmomel Iii00000 000000 000000

. 111111111111.6114111111

Opportunity
Beginning January 1. 1980
Openings For
Advertising Sales Positions
Murray Ledger & Times
Good Salary-Insurance-Vacation
and Other Fringe Benefits
Experience Helpful.
Send Resume and Recent Photo

Miierray
Ledger & Times
Box 32
tirra . Nv. 42071

'We're Proud Of Our Customers"
Many of you have already, or will be buying
merchandise from variety and discount
won't get service,
• stores this year, where you
but our customers will be assured of getting
service. We care about you and feel that
everyone should have service. If you will
count the stores in town you will find only 3 or
4 out of about 14 - who guarantee service after
the sale. We service what we sell and have
maintained this policy for 18 years. We shall
make every effort to keep our friendly
SRI relationship for your continued confidence in
US.

•

;I For an old pair of jeans for a

-•
M

Pro Line
Balls Bags-Shoes

IRAr

LAY-AWAY PLAN

World of
Sound
:it, in flip rPar'

Look for the Big Orange Sign

753-4758
37. Livestock-Supplies

:

• , foi loin 200

38. Pets-Sup
,

hes

grooming for
lays We hoard
Lief Make your
Hidden
early
435-4481. Lynn

log, black and
Terrier. Lost In
s
0nn.na.elmrcem
st2.B00
.pau

to the

pet l 430598

Sale All types
Con,.1-D5oolnitoment,
25
-5-2510

0
new r

1/3

Ott

Vernon's
rStore
n
Wester
!
ac
1

"Akira.

TO SELL
REDUCED
TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main

SIM
113

Trade

Des Brands 01 Steel Teed
Safety Boots Or Shoes

Jacke)s, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing

Bel Air Shopping Center
753-5323

%Ng

Pre-Holiday Sale
$800 In

Jeans, or overalls.

753-2202

-4
111111FAIr

,•pd 10

•`•

0
•-

0

ALL REDUCED

•

Murray Sewing
t
Center

• • different
Ili-level 4
bedroom 2 bath home reth
central heat an air, family
room eat-in kitchen, large
utility room situated on I'acre lut - int Priced in the
153
$40 s Phone
1492 Offered by Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors
How about a new 30x40 foot 3
hay shop building with Li bath.
new 5 hp air compressor and
wood burning stove, to work in.
arid a new 2 bedroom. 2 bath.
luxury home with central heat
and air to live in' All on over 2
acres of land Close to town
$35 QUO Want to know more'
Call lames Green at Spann
Realty Associates, 753 7724
Ninety•six acres of rolling.
wooded land suitable for sub
division Good road frontage
beautiful view and low price
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724
_
:nudern

I. pair of men's Levi, Wrangler or Lee I

.
"
Up To $10139)
(Free Drilling + a Free Garnet

Stylist • machine 6 built ,n Fa,. patterns tree orm front dm;
buttonhafe,

MY

Frye-Apache-Chippewa--American--

Bowling Bags

34. Houses For Rent

So. 12th 753-4961

LYNN GROVE5
older
Lovely
bedroom home located
miles west of
Murray. Home, which
has been renovated
and is in excellent condition, is Situated on
large 1L4 acre lot
surrounded by stately
Oaks. Home has atapartment
tached
joining- main home
with breezeway. This
is a unique and exhome.
ceptional
Priced in the $60's.
Kopperud
Phone
Realty. 753-1222 for all
the information.
NOME ANN
13 ACRES
Remodeled home and
several outbuildings
including tobacco barn
located only 542 miles
Southeast of Murray.
Excellent location and
excellent buy - $30's.
Kopperud
Phone
Realty, 753-1222.

•

Pre Christmas Sale

7/

Iv

QUALITY, QUALITY,
QUALITY
Recently listed 3
bedroom home with
economic central gas
heat, gas logs in
fireplace, and extremely low heating
and cooling bilis.
You'll fall in love with
this charming home
with everything for
comfortable affordable living. Low $60's.
Kopperud Realty, 753-

thru Sat

43. Real Estate

Lincisey's
"11

HATCHER
AUTO
SALES

50-0 Toy Store

1,,,111141,4Li,

•

SALES & SERVICE

Pick out a new Lincoln-Mercury. Toyota or
GMC Truck at Hatcher Auto Sales and
make this your family's best Christmas
ever
See Aubrey Hatcher or Tom Moore for your
special Christmas Deal

Non's Our Location
50-0 Toy Store
Dixieland Shopping Center

OUR
LIGHTERS
NAME
ENGRAVE
•Ii
FREE •

SEE THE ALL NEW LARGER 1980
ATC-185

ere4e4
7-4647

Special For Your Family

YOU CAN
WIN '150'
WORTH OF
TOYS AND GIFTS'

I

•

Make Christmas
1979

Price

Boyd-Majors
Real Esoate
105 N. 12th

i'0411PAR

1

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY
Excellent opportunity
to purchase your own
brand new home- at a
reasonable price. Thi.
quality home locat •
in Kingswood Sub3
has
division
bedrooms,2 baths,den
with fireplace, formal
dining, spacious kitchen, attached 2 car
garage and several
unique features which
do provide an unusual
home buying opportunity. Priced in
$60's. Call Kopperud
Realty 753-1222 for all
the information.

1/2 OFF

$500

Noir

Electronic Digital with
Instant Weather

11111R111

YOUR
COST

Ainley Auction
Realty Sales

Don't be Snowbound
This Winter

r

Alti

•
ENTIRE STOCK!
p
$ STOCKING STUFFERS

MEN S WOODEN
DRESSER BOX

S 1 %1 %1( )1 )l

Electric heaters Au•._
L
H;
.:31npielety with" fan foiced air 1320 Air iiciuding washer $14.99. 1300 watt. $18
ctrie?r. cent.ral heat and a:, Wallin Hardware Paris
.iiriceo -at • 55250 Cali -75 • 30. Business Rental
62
For rent 1000 square toot
29. Heating-Cooling
Southside Shopping Cente•
cove,s. $1 99 to next to ions Shoe Outlet
-5 5rFil2
i-tarcware Par

L 212 E.
.3

. 753-1222

01.*

1,..nolie commercial site 334
acres on bypass 121. 16th
)treet. subdivided into 4 lots
I xcellent view from all approaches, good access. high
!rink area Will sell land for
525 000 per lot or will build to
suite for sale or lease Spann
Realty Associates. 753-7724
Doctor or nurse worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes'
Need a phone in your car' Have
3 pet hut no place to put it'
Like a large work room away
t•oin it all for tlfose Lare spare
moments' We have a solution
tnr you For the coinplete picture call 753-1492 Offered
by Century 21 Loretta lobs
P,,altnrs

The Tux Shop

rej r1-111 Thf_rilAot

Mobile Home Sales 29. Heating-Cooling

CJC.3CXJtJtltitit

1

•
•
•!.
•

OtiLrency

,1!)
1,4101
2

43. Real Estate

•

32. Apts.for Rent

43. Real Estate

tdI
.••••at
3

AKC Alaskan Malamute pup
.,es Nice pets or guard dogs
$125 and up 753-9390 or
153-7113

••••

nonCifX1OnonneInnonnuL

GUITARS
GUITARS
GUITARS

•
for •
60 1,30 storage •
with tout 10 doors Nice of •
ante from kiwiay tin •
• -•
, •n Call 753-1404 or

num.,

38. Pets-Supplies

111..• ••.•.• 11.411.•.•.•.•••.••

30. Business Rental
.,,jtage space

PP

0
0
0
=

Olympic Plaza

Murray, Ky.-(502) 753-9885

Hours 9-9, 1-6 Sun.
-We Dress People and Horses"
c
M iShoe & Saddle Repairs, Orthopedic Services
-Boots Shoes For Every
Activity Under The Sun -

g.

Dan Post-Cow Town-Texas-Red Wine
CZIC

Studio Open House
the green door.
Dixieland Center
The Exciting Gift Center in this
area has
*Music boxes and music box tables
*Furniture and accessories him the
Orient
*Gorgeous towels
*Stationery & notes
'Items in brass and pewter
'Oriental tea sets
'Soaps & colognes for men & women
*Dirty Kids Headquarters

OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5
Free Gift Wrapping
Mon.-Sat, 10-5:30

Nand made Utilitarian pottery featuring
a selection of cups, tumblers, bowls,
tea pots, casseroles and other items.
Also unusual hand caned Sgraffitto,
bowls,jars and vases.
Friday, Dec. 14, 1 p.m. till-Saturday, Dec. 15, 10:00 a.m. till-Sunday, Dec. 16, 1:00 p.m. till-or call 436-5610 for an appointment
Directions:
Take 94 East to MO, follow 280 past Bonners Shell
Grocery to Paparama Subdivision. At first stop sign
turn right, then left at first street(Ken Circle) then
watch for Studio signs. Approx. 12 miles from
Murray.
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Ford Ranger XLT
Call 753-1458 after 5 pin
For sale 1979 Dodge Max
van,. $4150 See at Garrison
Motor Sales on Duguid Drive
753-6000
1979 Jeep Renegade excellent
condition. 753-6802 or 4365366

CY1000P SANYO
.:s

OFF

Thousands of Patterns to Choose From

All

/
1
2
PRICE

Wallpaper
Sugg. Retail Reg.$129.95
$9995

Prices Good 12-8 - 12-15

701 S 4th

3
vith
gas
in
exing
1.1s.
nth
me
Ior
ibl-

311 Mom Street
Worry, Kentucky 42071

4

753 0123

753-0839

Purdom & Thurman
15th Street now occupied by
Insurance & Real Estate West -Stde Beauty Shop. Good
investment Phone 753-3456
ilay 753,5402 evenings
Murray, Kentucky

ifferent
rel 4
le with
farm?),

48. Auto. Services
•
Snood tires 'for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studded Studded tires only $4 extra,
if you buy early Wallin Hardware. Paris
MICHELIN MICHELIN

CARROLL
TIRE
SERVICE

71m aire, •

tou
L.2 ha:
or and
vork in.
2 bath,
at heat
over 2
2 town.
'note?
Spann
724
rolling.
lor suhontage
price
ociates.

10
0
eW

.se I

71'
•••••
somirC1

ivir 3
444

410
0
0.
0
.

ces ami
I

'In'-

...%tdown,/
14K
Gold

Accessories For
All Occasions

What used to be T.V.
Service Center, has
‘changed it's name to:

tWorld of Sound!!

Shell
p sign
then
from

That's It
Levi's
LARGE DIAMOND
CLUSTER LOOK,
SMALL DIAMOND
PRICE!
Seven fiery, well cut diamonds
smartly mounted for that
large diamond look. In your

(In the rear, 1 block south of Starks Hdwe.)
Look for the Big Orange Sign

MARBLE

-Quality

Thornton Tile
And Marble
612 So. 9th

Olympic Center
Sun.
1-5

Mon.-Sat.
9:30-9:00

choice of white or yellow geld.

*04

07 CT TOTAL AT

QUALITY
DIAMONDS

$9950

SALE PRICE:
.itli this ad

Furches Jewelry
Court
Square

a
ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance. References.
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates Call 753-8948 nr
753-2501 after 5 pin.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing
aluminum siding. gutters,
Tooting- Call 1-395-4.967 or 1
362-4895
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient service. Custom Carpet Care. 4892774.

1970 Plymouth Satellite. Gold,
318. excellent gas mileage.
good reliable car. many extras,
$600. 753-4879.

50-. Used Trucks
1976 Chevrolet pickup. Call
753-6012
cal/RECTUM1978 Jeep C1-5 Renegade.
loaded with options. 6 cylinder,
20 mpg. $5800. Call 753-0318.
1966 Delevan, air ride. 6 car
rig, $4500. Call 436-2764.
1979 Dodge Maxi-van. reduced
for quick sale. was $4150. now
$4000 See at Garrison Motor
Sales, Highway 641 North,
across from Riveria Trailer
Court. 753-6000.

753-5719

Roof leaking? We have the products for these lobs. Apply on
wet r dry roof. Also de-icer for
commercial use. Call John M
'Morgan, Hazel, KY, for survey
492-8161 or 492-8696. °
Snow removal from driveways,
parking lots, etc. Also tractor
work: breaking, disking,
bushhogging, blade work. Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5
pin 753-2632.
Will haul driveway
white rock and Ag
Lime. Also have
washed gravel. Call
753-7261

RONNIE PEA

WEDDINGS a
PORTRAITS
753-8298
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work completely guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001. or call day or night,
1-442-7026.
Will do plumbing and heating
repairs, and remodeling around
the home. Call 753-9600.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lmine, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel.
Call Roger Hudson. 753-4545
or 753-6763.

53. Services Offered

Do you need studios-removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps.> We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 7539490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343

Guttering by Sears. Sears con- vast<WiallIWANIKallbcAtaUXINK xisor Atm
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Have your carpet cleaned by
Joe Smith, the people who
know carpets. Call 753-6660
for free estimates.

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

980
JeeP
77ED,

Be Prepared
For
Christmas 1980

.!s•
st'or

4-wheel drive traction's
just the start!

,
cpetuar3.4
3s.mt,463:s.ecuisiNs ckost,a.,.
OPEN YOUR

Lit

iChristmas Club
TODAY
bo
,s4,-ts.ox, 0.0 o.s.t,402,411

Aga

Bank of
Murray

Fireplace and chimney brick
repair. Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order. Brick
house pointing. Call after 6
pin, 436-2855
Sears now. Call
1958 GMC truck, new engine, Fence Sales at
needs minor repair. $450. Call Sears 753-2310 for -free
estimates for your needs.
Mike at Sears, 753-2310,

Member F.D. I. C.

Il Jeep
BLIZZARD See
them All at
BONANZA
641 North0
.II.S.
.
CliaLAMC Jeep
---- )it<vex
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25
PRICE SHAVE 75'

KING'S DEN

N. Mowed I how. reel We.cell 733 NTS sky No st Wyse. Pews rybk<

S'Itf•K•

SCOTT DRUGS *ek
$13.95

Surf & Turf

I5'. of St 1'141,,

t/
14 sk /14 ,,st

--m‘,11••••(•

6 Or Tender Juicy Oat

Trans Am, brown,
gold pin stripe, T-top, TA 400. 55000. Call 7539635.
1977

19/9 1 Bird Town Landau
white with moon roof, real
leather seats, AM-FM stereo
search radio with CB. Every fac
tory option. Ford executive car,
never sold. 6660 miles. Still
under warranty. Buy the best at
a low price. Parker Ford. 7535273.
1976 Vega CT stationwagon.
36,000 actual miles. Call 753)853.
1976 Vega GI stationwagon.
36,000 actual miles. Call 7537853.
1978 XR7 Cougar, red and
white, factory demo, 1. driven
less than 200 miles. Never
been sold. Quad tape with CB
radio, tilt wheel, cruise control.
cast aliuninum wheels. You
couldn't steal one for the price.
Parker Ford, 753-5273.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Free Gift Wrapping

10 Oz. Chopped Sirloin
Seasoned th /sot cr touch of onions a spices

$4.95

8 Oz.Rib Eye

$7.25

Small in Sw

Bog in Ouohty

10 Oz.Kansas Gty Strip
Cooked too pooh of perfection

$7.95

6 Oz.Queen Filet

$7.95

For the Queen of /Worts

Designed and Custom mode right here in
Murray. If you don't know your marble
Know yovr manufacturer.

tent

I/ r

Old Friends
and Customers

222 So. 12th

i ring
iwls,
ems.
'itto,

'

49. Used Cars

1974 Chevrolet Custom Coupe.
local car, A-1 condition $1500
Cali 753-8673
Your Car And
JOHN SMITH
1979 Cougars XR7-Ford. ExLight Truck
cellent cars never been sold.
Tire Dealer
still under warrenty. They have
kee
all the factory options. 3 to
1105 Pogue
choose from One has 'noon
HOME S
OF
753-1489
root bucket seats. console All
UNIROYAL UNIROYAL
like new, sell or trade on low.
low price. Parker Ford. 753753-7411
Two LR 78x15 radial snow tires
•
5273. 4.10 it \I) rill ( IcH
"on wheels $80 Call 753-4755
1973 Dodge Polaro and 1972
Datsun 1200 Call 436-2331
1973 Ford LTD with ph: ps. and
air, 4-door, good condition
$700 Call 753-2715 after 4
Pin•
1977 Grand Prix. T-top. cruluc
control, power windows, door
locks. AM-FM stereo, rear window defogger. 34.000 miles.
$5100. Call 753-5970 after 5
pin.
1965 Mustang convertible, 90
per cent restored: 6 cylinder.
with air, autoinatic, power
steering and brakes. $3000
1968 Chevrolet convertible.
307 Super Sport. a fine car.
MU. 1465 Thunderbird convertible. $3000. Early 1969
Lincoln Mark Ill, 11500 All
collector tars, priced to sell
fast. See Bob Cook. Hazel, KY
1974 Monte Carlo. Call 7532801
1975 Monte Carlo Landau,
power brakes, steering, and air.
cruise, new tires, wire wheel
covers, 65.000 iniles, excellent
condition. Call 759-4908.
1979 Mercury Grand Marquis.
753-7596
'
9 Central
4-door, white on white. blue
Murray,Ky.
Center
velour interior, loaded with eXErg eletwercreepOpelles,INN%
tras including AM-FM stereo
tape with CB radio. Only 950
miles. Will. discount $2750
Parker Ford, 753-5273.
1976 Regal Buick. low mileage,
loaded, excellent condition
Call 753-8666.
1979 T-bird, one owner, trade
in, red and silver, small V-8,
still under warranty. Can make
a fantastic deal. Parker Ford
753 52 73

1° 1
Insulation blown in by Sears, Plumbing or electrical or sewer
save on these high heating and bored out Cal1.174-2257.
cooling bills. Call Sears. 7532310. for free estimates.
CARTER STUDIO

Is4 5

J

4-ply
Polyester white wall, 12-32
tread depth. 7 rib with 120
tread wear level. A18x13
$22.55 plus 172 FET,
E78x14-. $26 10 plus 2.20
FET. F78x14' . $269/ plus
232'FET. G78x14- or 1.5".
$28.83 plus 254 .-FET.
H18x14.. or 15-. $3002 plus
276 FET. L78x15-, $3221
plus 306 FET, Wallis Hardware,
Paris

1V1011111111VAOH11111

753-

753-4451
11111111.111MMIIMIIIIMMIN
Hjr
[his inakes
the active faintly who wants a
really functional home here s
your opportunity 3 bedrooms.
2 baths, fully equipped kitchen. .4 good place to raise a
fainily Call
153 1492 Offered by Century 21
oretta Intr Realtors

441t
53. Services Offered

46. Homes For Sale
411eaftstate
48. Auto. Services
rioramsimmaikg- House and lot at 10/ South Tire salel ,Coopers hest

,14

ne
Show case

cleaning,
free
Carpet
estimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- No, Virginia, Camelot is not in Massachuing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
setts."
753-5827.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks. patios steps free
estimates. 753-5476
Carpenter contractor New and
remodel. Hawley Bucy 4928120.
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs, old or new quality
work Call 753-0565

-

In Stock

Black's
Decorating Center

tr,*
•St

Licinsed Electrician and gas installation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Painting - Paperhanging. Coininercial or residential. Free
estimates. 759-1981

You Order

-oce_-zek

For I Christmas Shell
Remember Choose From
The Vast Arrar Of Gift
Selections

53. Services Offered

All Wallpaper
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50. Used Trucks

Hours:
9-9 Mon.
thru Sat.

=7
,

/
1
4

rsis.

Svadays 14
React

A

TNE STORE FOR MEN

A treat fust for you

$8.75

16 Oz. T-Bone
A reel mon sired steok

$9.25

• 8 Oz. Filet Mignoov
•

On/y the most chore beef tenders

BEL AIR
CENTER

Fall House Cleaning

Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. ree
estimates. Insured and experienced Call day or
night:

The very best

Sirloin For Two(with oil the trimmings) our Famous
Salad Bar(a meal in itself, you'll find it o true delight All You Can Eat

759-1176

Spaghetti
Spogh et h I Mere Soar.
tff
lopped sytth mr own spectal sour. prepared from on old Mellon rectpe
Includes a tr,p to ou salad bar and a loaf at fresh own-Wired breed

$3.75

DeliantH series only the Semi in US Choice Seel.cut fresh daft.
TINOIMIESS NOT GUARANTIED ON MIA WILKOONE STEAM

f,De

The Twelve Days
Of Christmas
ON THE SEVENTH DAY OF
• CHRISTMAS,SCOTT DRUGS
SUGGESTS:

• A MOREHEAD PRINT

12 Oz.New York Strip

$14.95

Ws\ANIANSAMAANKIWWW4,
7
0
,

-

$8.50

6 Oz.Lobster Tail

Presents

nts•9E0

12th & Chestnut 753-1314

FRAMED OR
UNFRAMED

10%

OFF
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Wouldn't you like to send Holiday Greetings to friends and loved
ones? Then the Holiday Greeting Coupon is for you.
Simply fill in the handy paid-in- advance coupon with your
message. It will appear in the Friday, December 21st issue. A
special low rate is in effect for this timely holiday service. The
deadline for mailing in your message is Wednesday, December 19th.
So don't delay. Share in the joy of Christmas by mailing us your

_
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Use this handy paid-in-advance coupon...

-

ENCLOSED you will find my check, cash or money order for-$ for
Holiday Greeting Ad to appear in the Holiday Greetings Section.
Please print thefollowing messagefor me.

TO
MESSAGE

SAY IT WITH A HOLIDAY
GREETING MESSAGE
Write your own holiday greetings to friends and
loved ones. It's easy! Simply fill in the coupon
and send it today. Your holiday message will
appear under a special heading in the Classified
section of this newspaper on December 21st.

SIGNED
MAIL TO:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 32
Murray, Kentucky 42071

BRING YOUR MESSAGE TO THE
OFFICE IF YOU WISH!
Don't wait...send your message in today
All ads must be in our office
by December 19th.

